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Abstract 

Question generation is used widely in many online learning website. We
1
 conduct a laboratory 

experiment to test if question Generation is an effective learning strategy. We adopt Pretest-

Posttest-Control Group Experiment Designs and use Linear Probability Model to test the 

differences in difference in two groups of participants’ test score. Controlling for characteristics 

of all participants and questions, our result shows the coefficient of treatment effect is 13% at 5% 

significant level with White heteroskedasticity correction or clustering sample.  

 

                                                 
1 We are Dr Schure, Dr. Bell, Dr. Tseng, and me. We do this project for the LTC (Learning and Teaching Center) at UVic. 
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Does Question Generation Help Students? 

Introduction 

We conduct a laboratory experiment to test if question Generation is effective learning 

strategy. Question generation is an active learning strategy where students generate new question 

and answers based on course material. We measure how effective question generation is by using 

Pretest-Posttest-Control Group Experiment Designs. This allows us to estimate differences in 

differences regressions and test hypothesis of the effect of question generation.  

We are the first ones to use laboratory experiment to test the effect of question Generation. 

We find that question Generation is better study technique than standard technique—answering 

questions. In our experiment, two similar groups of students, both write the same pretest and 

same posttest. In between tests, both study for 60 minutes using treat (question generation) or 

control (answering question). Using Linear Probability Model with controlling for individual 

student and question, we find coefficient on differences in differences is 13% at 5% significant 

level using White robust correction and clustering with students. 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews literature and explain our 

contribution. Section 3 describes our experiment design and model. Section 4 analyses the data 

and result.  Section 5 is the conclusion. 

 

Literature Review/ Our Contributions 

This paper draws on literature from econometrics, experimental economics, and education. 

In education, question generation is very old learning strategy which has been recognized as 

valuable and basic approach to learning since Aristotle: ―For it was their curiosity that first led 

men to philosophize and that still leads them‖.  Socrates’ dialogue or Socratic questioning is a 
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very good practice of question generation. It is clear asking question and seeking answers are 

fundamental to scientific inquiry. And in modern education, question generation is used on 

purpose to enhance students’ comprehension. From the late 1970s, question generation as a 

cognitive strategy was broadly used in the field of reading comprehension (Rosenshine, Meister, 

& Chapman 1996).  After 2000, along with the development of computer and communication 

technology, student-constructed questions became available in many web-based learning 

environments (Yu, Liu, & Chan. 2005). 

 

Theoretical foundation 

Review of theory of question generation in education is drawn from Chin and Osborne 

(2008), Rosenshine (1996), and Wong (1985). They offer strong rational for question generation. 

Chin and Osborne (2008) point out that question generation play an important role in learning 

science. Firstly, it directs students’ learning and drives students’ knowledge construction; 

secondly, it promotes discussion and debate between students, and then enhances the quality of 

discourse and classroom talk; thirdly, it helps students to self-evaluate understanding and 

monitor learning process; fourthly, it increases students’ motivation and interest by sparking 

their epistemic curiosity. 

Wong (1985) reviews 27 studies about question generation. He summarizes three types of 

theory about question generation. First one is Active Processing that claims question generation 

structures the cognitive process as encoding processes including selection, acquisition, 

construction, and integration. Second one is Metacognitive Theory that finds question generation 

helps people predict, check, monitor, reality test and coordinate, and control of study. Third one 
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is Schema Theory that points out question generation activates people’s relevant prior knowledge 

to aid understanding new material and integrate new information into their knowledge structure. 

  Rosenshine (1996) reviews 26 studies and claims question generation has good features. 

First of all, question generation structures the learning process. It gives students a logical and 

feasible structure to formalize their cognition process.  Secondly, question generation improves 

comprehension-fostering. It forces students to carry out higher level cognition function. Thirdly, 

question Generation imposes self-regulation to students. It provides incentive to learn and 

improves the satisfaction of learning.  

Yu (2011) investigates the theoretical base for a student-generated questions strategy. She 

points that students generate question based on their experience. By three channels question 

generation affects students’ cognitive processes. Firstly, it engages students to reflect the 

material. Secondly, it helps students elaborate and transform new information into personally 

meaningful forms. Thirdly, it induces students into ―a habitual state of constructing personal 

knowledge‖.  

 

Empirical Base 

Empirical results in many studies support theory. In Rosenshine’s review paper, 26 

experimental studies show question generation is a valid study technique. Yu (2011) summarizes 

the empirical evidences of question generation by observational data. Firstly, question generation 

helps students developing higher-order thinking skills: creative thinking, critical thinking; 

secondly, it encourages students to be more involved in and in control of their learning process 

and shifts students from  acquiring to using knowledge; thirdly, it builds up students’ confidence 
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about the subject, sparks students’ interest, and gives students a sense of ownership of the 

knowledge.  

 Observational studies provide empirical evidences. Experimental studies give more 

quantitative results by using grade data. Denny (2008) has an outstanding recent paper about 

question generation. He tests correlation between course grade and question generation. He finds 

the question generation activity measured from learning website (PeerWise) is highly related to 

students’ exam grade. It is better to use course grades to measure benefit of question generation 

than survey because grades provide a stronger incentives for students to work hard in the 

question generation. 

Denny (2008) is also good because he uses two groups design to test the effect of question 

generation. He divides students into active user group and less-active user group. He uses t-test 

to test if the mean scores of two groups of student are different. He finds that the mean scores in 

the pretest (midterm exam) are not significant different; however, the mean scores in the posttest 

(final exam) are significant different.  

 

Our Contributions 

There are some issues in the previous works. Firstly, many observational studies might 

omit some important unobserved factors. Observational studies are based on survey data, but 

many important factors are unobserved or hard to observe and measure. For example, personal 

ability, effort, and study environment at home are very important for student performance, but 

are not easy to observe. Random assignment is a solution for this problem, but random 

assignment usually is hard to conduct without an experiment environment (Shadish, Cook & 

Campbell, 2002). 
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Secondly, some studies have treatment-control group quasi-experiment design, but they use 

statistics analysis method in a problematic way.  The problem of those methods is that it is not a 

proper way to compare mean of two groups of data directly due to the Behrens-Fisher problem 

(Fligner & Policello, 1981). Since two groups of observations might have different variances, we 

only can get an approximate estimation of t-statistics by combining the two variances of two 

groups of observations.  

To solve those problems, we adopt a laboratory experiment and differences in differences 

method to test the effect of question generation. We are the first ones who conduct a laboratory 

experiment to test effect of question generation. The laboratory experiment allows us to control 

for other unobserved factors that might influence the students’ performance such as study 

environment at home. In the laboratory experiment, two groups of participants have the same 

learning circumstance and similar characteristic of ability and knowledge. The only difference b 

is the intervention-treatment or not treatment. Then we can get a relative accurate estimate of the 

effect of treatment (Shadish, Cook & Campbell, 2002).  

A difference in differences regression allows us to estimate the magnitude of the effect of 

question generation and test the hypothesis of the effect. In the differences in differences model 

we use two dummy variables to capture the treatment effect. One group dummy variable 

captures the difference between two groups; one treatment dummy captures the differences 

between pretest and posttest;  one interaction term between group dummy and treatment dummy 

captures the cross difference which is the treatment effect (Angrist & Pischke 2008). And then 

we only need to estimate the coefficient of the interaction term and test in which significant level 

the coefficient estimate is greater than zero. By doing this, we do not compare the two groups’ 

mean directly, which allows us to avoid the Behrens-Fisher problem. 
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Experiment Design 

Experiment structure 

We use the pretest –posttest –control group experiment design. All participants are 

assigned into two groups: treatment group and control group. Treatment group apply the question 

generation learning strategy during the experiment; control group apply traditional learing 

strategy: answering question. Our experiment has three sessions. In each session, participants 

study finance material from ECON 435 and take pretest and posttest.  

Figure 1.1Experiment structure 

 

Participants 

Firstly, we recruit participants from an advanced ECON class-ECON 435 that is 4
th

 year 

finance economics course. Question generation is very difficult task for students. It requires 

substantial domain-specific prior knowledge which can build up a base for students to exploit the 

new material (Chin & Osborne, 2008). All students in ECON 435 class already took ECON 305 

(Money and Banking) and other 3
rd

 year math and economics courses, so they have sufficient 
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economics and finance knowledge.  They are fully prepared for an experiment that will test their 

learning of finance knowledge.  

Balanced assignment 

Secondly, we divide participants into two balanced groups that have similar distribution of 

midterm score. Laboratory experiment allows us to random assign participants to treatment and 

control group, but it is hard to implement in our experiment. Firstly, we do not have big sample 

size since we only recruit participants from one class. Secondly, students volunteer in this 

experiment, and according to human research ethic policy at UVic they are not obligated to 

attend every session. They have the right to quit at any time without any reason, so even some 

students already register the experiment session, but actually they do not show up in time. This 

makes us very hard to maintain a random assignment, but we keep a balanced assignment in 

which two groups have similar ability and knowledge of finance knowledge. In section 4, I 

provide the description of data to show we have a balanced assignment.  

Pretest-posttest 

Thirdly, both groups of participants take pretest and posttest in the beginning and ending of 

each session. Each pretest and posttest has 10 questions and takes 20 minutes. Questions are 

specifically related to the topic that participant study in that session. For example, in session 3, 

participants study option, and all pretest and posttest questions are designed to focus on that topic. 

In the pretest-posttest-control group experiment design, the difference between pretest and 

posttest provides a measurement for the effect of learning strategy. The difference in control 

group (question answering group) is the potential outcome if treatment does not implement, and 

then it becomes a good the benchmark to test the effect of treatment. If the difference between 
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pretest and posttest in treatment group (question generation group) is greater than the one in 

control group, it means that question generation strategy is better than the question answering. 

Treatment-control 

Fourthly, two groups’ students apply different learning strategies in the similar learning 

setting. In beginning of each experiment session, the experiment facilitators give a simple 

explanation to all participants. Each participant gets an instruction that provides a detailed 

schedule and specific to-do list (a sample of instruction can be found in the appendix). The 

instruction is the same for both groups except the detail about the learning activities. For the 

learning activities part, the treatment group has a to-do list of question generation; control group 

has a to-do list of question generation. And then after orientation each group enter different 

classroom to do pretest, different learning activities, and posttest. In the three experiment 

sessions, the content of question generation changes over time. For example, in session 1, both 

groups study whole chapter fifteen from textbook (Bodie, 2009). Both groups get four sample 

long answer questions that come with answers. Treatment group use these samples to generate 

another four questions. Control group use these samples to answer another four long answer 

questions. Both group can look at textbook and notes, but cannot talk to each others. Both groups 

have two facilitators who guide students go through the process of question generation and 

question answering. In session 2, the sample questions reduce to two questions; in session 3, the 

sample questions reduce to 1 question.  

Time factor 

Time factor plays important role in question generation, so we learn to apply one topic, one 

question, and one task during the experiment. We observe participants are very busy during the 

learning activities in session 1. Four long answer questions seem overwhelming for participants 
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to finish in one hour. In session 2, we reduce the learning material to one topic from chapter 

fifteen, and reduce the four long answer questions to two long answer questions. In session 3, we 

focus one topic from chapter nineteen and reduce two long answer questions to one long answer 

question (All sample questions can be found in appendix). The purpose of this design is to make 

sure participants are able to focus on one topic, study one sample, and generate one question (or 

answer one question). The result and feedback from participants show this approach works fine. 

Since there is only one hour in the experiment for participant to generate or answer long answer 

question, eliminating as much distraction as possible is important for participants to finish those 

difficult tasks. This is consisted with Wong’s study (Wong, 1985). Wong reviews several studies 

that compare effect of question generation and other learning strategies. He finds that 

―sufficiency in processing time‖ plays a critical role in the success of question generation.  

Question generation 

In previous works, many question generation that implement in online learning website is 

generating multiple choice questions. We do not have computers for participant to use during the 

experiment, so we adopt traditional question generation format. We give participant long answer 

sample questions with answers. And facilitators guide participant to follow the logic of sample 

questions to generate new questions. During the experiment, facilitators encourage participants 

to use ―why, what, where, when, how‖ to structure a new question. A simple way to generation is 

to change the numbers of sample questions to get a new question. A sophisticated way is to 

change the combination of known and unknown variables of sample questions.  

Question generation may improve learning outcomes through several channels. Firstly, 

participants get to know better the sample questions and then the learning material. In order to 

make a new question, participants have to analysis the sample questions, look at the textbook 
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carefully, and integrate the knowledge and new information into new questions. This cognitive 

process involves the creative thinking and critical thinking skill that enhance participant’s 

comprehension of the material. Secondly, question generation gives participants a structure to 

monitor, self-evaluate, and regulate their learning process. Some participants might think they 

understand the sample question when they read it, but actually when they generation a new 

question, they are not able to repeat the sample question. In this sense, question generation 

provides a tool to test, direct, and motivate them to further their learning process. Thirdly, 

question generation builds up participants’ confidence of the subject matter when they get a new 

question down. Question generation gives participants a sense of owner of the knowledge and 

increases participants’ interest about the material. By generating question, participants transform 

from studying knowledge to applying knowledge and get control of the learning process. 

Incentive 

We provide strong incentive for participants to work hard in the experiment. Firstly, all 

participants come from ECON435, and they have interest in the experiment material-textbook 

for ECON435. During the experiment they have to study the textbook, answer questions, and 

generate new questions. This helps them performing better in the ECON435. Since those 

questions give them good practice for quizzes, midterm, and final exam, so they take experiment 

seriously. Secondly, we relate participants’ performance and their compensation. If they do 

better in pretest, posttest, question answering, and question generation, they can get more money. 

In the experiment, we observe that participants work very hard. The experiment result should 

show the effect of the different learning strategies properly. 
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Basic model 

I use basic differences in differences model to test the treatment effect.  

Y = β0 + β1 ∗ study + β2 ∗ group + β3 ∗  study ∗ group + e 

Y is the score for each question. 1 if right, 0 otherwise. β0 is pretest score for control 

group.  

Study is a dummy variable: study = 0 for pretest questions (before study); 1 otherwise 

(after study). β0 +β1 is post-test score for control group. β1 is the improvement of control group. 

Group is a dummy variable: group=0 for control group, 1 otherwise; β2 is difference in 

score between two groups. Study *group is the interaction term of study and group. Study 

*group =1 for treatment group and posttest, 0 otherwise. β0 +β2 is the pretest score for treatment 

group. β0 +β1+β2 +β3 is the post-test score for treatment group. β1 + β3 is the improvement of 

treatment group. 

β3 is difference in differences (improvements) between two groups. β3 represents the 

treatment effect. 

Hypotheses 

H0 ：β3 = 0   ; H1 ：β3 > 0 

 

Extended model with fixed effect dummies 

Since each student and each question have different characteristics, I introduce individual 

fixed effect dummy variables into the model to get a better estimate of treatment effect.  

Y = β
0
+β3*(study *group) +∑β4i *studenti+∑β5j *questionj+ e 

 

Student dummies is the student fixed effect binary variable; i is the student number. 

Question dummies is the question fixed effect binary variable; j is the question number. β0+ β4i 
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+β5j  is score for student i in question j without treatment.  β0 + β3 + β4i  + β5j is the score for 

student i in question j with treatment. β3 is the treatment effect. 

 

Estimation problems and corrections 

This is a linear probability model. We treat each question as a small test, so each score 

from question is one observation. Then there are some issues about this model. Firstly, the 

predicted value may be out the range [0, 1]. The issue is not a concern in our model because the 

independent variables in LHS are dummies which are in the range [0, 1], not continue variable 

which can be out the range [0, 1].  

Secondly, the disturbance term is not homoskedastic. It is heteroskedastic, so white robust 

standard error correction is a solution. Another problem about the standard error is each student 

finishes 20 questions, so these 20 observations are not independent to each other. Clustering 

sample is a solution for this problem (Williams, 2000; Wooldridge, 2003). I use both solutions to 

correct the standard and report two types of results together.  

 

Results 

Data Description 

We total conduct 3 sessions. Each session has different participants.  

Table 2.1 Experiment Sessions With Different Participants 

 Session1 Session2 Session3 

 Control Treatment Control Treatment Control Treatment 

Students 5 5 8 8 6 3 

Observations 100 100 160 160 120 60 

 

There are total 35 students, and each student answer 20 questions (10 in pretest, 10 in 

posttest), so there are total 700 observations (300 for pretest; 300 for posttest). 
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Two groups have similar midterm score, and it means we do get a balance assignment. The 

distribution of midterm score of control group is similar to the one of treatment group (Figure 

1.0.0 and Figure 1.0.1in appendix). The mean of control group’s midterm score is 52.37 

(standard error 3.53), and the mean of treatment group’s midterm score is 51.88 (standard error 

3.83).  We cannot reject the hypothesis that the mean of control group’s midterm score equals to 

the mean of treatment group’s midterm score at 90% significant level (Table 1.0.1 in appendix). 

The treatment group has higher mean of posttest score in all session data.  The mean of 

posttest of treatment group is 0.45 (standard error 0.0395); the mean of posttest of control group 

is 0.421 (standard error 0.0356). The mean of posttest of treatment group is greater than the one 

of control group at 30% significant level (Table 1.0.3 in appendix).  

The mean of treatment group increases after treatment-question generation. The mean of 

control group decreases after question answering. It is not true that question answering does not 

help students. The reason might be the posttest questions are much harder than pretest questions. 

This result shows the potential result for treatment group might be negative like control group, 

but treatment- question generation improve their score and let them outperform control group.  

Regression Analysis: Basic model 

This relation can be shown by a difference in differences model clearly. 

Y = β0 + β1 ∗ study + β2 ∗ group + β3 ∗  study ∗ group + e 

H0 ：β3 = 0   ; H1 ：β3 > 0 

The result from basic difference in differences model shows β3 equal to 11.11% at 10% 

significant level for all sessions (table 3.1.0). The result is driven by session 2 that has a β3 equal 

to 21.25% at 5% significant with White robust standard error correction. Since we have one-

tailed alternative hypothesis, the P-value can be divided by 2 in all the tables.   
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Table 3.1.0 Basic Differences in Differences Model with White robust 
 

Dependent variable: score; the number in parenthesis is P-value that can be divided by 2 

Independent 

variables 
session1 session2 session3 all sessions 

c (β
0
) 

0.62 

(0.000) 

0.55 

(0.000) 

0.3167 

(0.000) 

0.4947 

(0.000) 

Study (β
1
) 

0.04 

(0.680) 

-0.2625 

(0.001) 

0.0833 

(0.346) 

-0.0737 

(0.144) 

Group (β
2
) 

-0.2 

(0.044) 

-0.125 

(0.114) 

0.05 

(0.643) 

-0.0822 

(0.124) 

group*study (β
3
) 

0.06 

(0.668) 
0.2125 

(0.051) 

0.0833 

(0.593) 
0.1111 

(0.141) 

Observation 200 320 180 700 

 

The result from Basic Differences in Differences Model with Cluster Sample shows show 

β3 equal to 11.11% at 10% significant level (table 3.1.1). The result is driven by session 2 that 

has a β3 equal to 21.25% at 1% significant with White robust standard error correction. Cluster 

sample improve the estimate of standard error, and it improve the accuracy of the P-value.  

Table 3.1.1 Basic Differences in Differences Model with Cluster Sample 
 

Dependent variable: score; the number in parenthesis is P-value that can be divided by 2 

Independent 

variables 
session1 session2 session3 all sessions 

c (β
0
) 

0.62 

(0.001) 

0.55 

(0.000) 

0.3167 

(0.002) 

0.4947 

(0.000) 

Study (β
1
) 

0.04 

(0.692) 

-0.2625 

(0.001) 

0.0833 

(0.288) 

-0.0737 

(0.201) 

Group (β
2
) 

-0.2 

(0.188) 

-0.125 

(0.182) 

0.05 

(0.521) 

-0.0822 

(0.216) 

group*study (β
3
) 

0.06 

(0.654) 
0.2125 

(0.015) 

0.0833 

(0.321) 
0.1111 

(0.121) 

Observation 200 320 180 700 
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Regression Analysis: Basic probit model 

I also conduct a probit model due to the dependent variable is a binary variable. And it is 

hard to interpret the parameter of the probit model, so I only report the marginal effect of the 

treatment when all other variable keep the same and take value of their mean.  

The result from probit model with White robust standard error shows the marginal effect 

to treatment β
3
 equals to 11.08% at 10% significant level (Table 3.2.0). 

Table 3.2.0 Marginal Effect in Basic Probit Model with White Robust Error 
 

Dependent variable: score;    The numbers in the parenthesis are P value that can be divided by 2 

Independent 

variables 
session1 session2 session3 all sessions 

study (β
1
) 

0.041 

(0.677) 

-0.2587 

(0.000) 

0.0842 

(0.339) 

-0.0733 

(0.148) 

group (β
2
) 

-0.1948 

(0.039) 

-0.1187 

(0.110) 

0.0513 

(0.637) 

-0.0818 

(0.122) 

group*study(β
3
) 

0.0557 

(0.687) 
0.2099 

(0.048) 

0.0755 

(0.619) 
0.1108 

(0.139) 

Observation 200 320 180 700 

 

The result from probit model with cluster sample shows the marginal effect to treatment 

β
3
 equals to 11.1% at 15% significant level (Table 4.1). 

Table 3.3 Marginal Effect in Basic Probit Model with Cluster Sample 
 

Dependent variable: score;    The numbers in the parenthesis are P value that can be divided by 2 

Independent 

variables 
session1 session2 session3 all sessions 

study (β
1
) 

0.041 

(0.676) 

-0.2587 

(0.000) 

0.0842 

(0.240) 

-0.0733 

(0.191) 

group (β
2
) 

-0.1948 

(0.144) 

-0.1187 

(0.161) 

0.0513 

(0.496) 

-0.0819 

(0.206) 

group*study(β
3
) 

0.0557 

(0.657) 
0.2099 

(0.006) 

0.0755 

(0.301) 
0.1109 

(0.1110) 

Observation 200 320 180 700 
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Regression Analysis: Extended model with fixed effect dummies 

Y = β0+β3*(study *group) +∑β4i *studenti+∑β5j *questionj+ e 

The result from extended model with fixed effect dummies shows the treatment effect β3 

equal to 13.73% at 5% significant level (Table 4.1.1 in appendix).  I use cluster sample to redo 

the regression get the same result (Table 4.1.2 in appendix).  

Table 4.1.1  Extended Model with Fixed Effect Dummies Variables with White Robust Error 

Dependent variable: score; The numbers in the parenthesis are P value that can be divided by 2. 

Independent 

variables 
session1 session2 session3 all sessions 

group*study (β
3
) 

0.06 

(0.636) 
0.2125 

(0.039) 

0.083 

(0.580) 
0.1373 

(0.052) 

Observation 200 320 180 700 

 
Table 4.1.2  Extended Model with Fixed Effect Dummies Variables with Cluster Sample 

Dependent variable: score; The numbers in the parenthesis are P value that can be divided by 2. 

Independent 

variables 
session1 session2 session3 all sessions 

group*study (β
3
) 

0.06 

(0.676) 
0.2125 

(0.020) 

0.083 

(0.356) 
0.1373 

(0.027) 

Observation 200 320 180 700 

 

The result from extended probit model with fixed effect dummies shows the treatment 

effect β
3
 equals to 13.33% at 5% significant level (Table 4.2.1 in appendix). I use cluster sample 

to redo the regression get the same result (Table 4.2.2 in appendix). 

Table 4.2.1 Marginal Effect in Extended Probit Model with Fixed Effect Dummies and White Robust 

Dependent variable: score; The numbers in the parenthesis are P value that can be divided by 2. 

Independent 

variables 
session1 session2 session3 all sessions 

group*study(β
3
) 

0.045 

(0.706) 
0.221 

(0.017) 

0.052 

(0.728) 
0.1333 

(0.050) 

Observation 190 320 152 662 

Table 4.2.2 Marginal Effect in Extended Probit Model with Fixed Effect Dummies  and Cluster Sample 

Dependent variable: score; The numbers in the parenthesis are P value that can be divided by 2. 

Independent 

variables 
session1 session2 session3 all sessions 

group*study(β
3
) 

0.045 

(0.719) 
0.221 

(0.005)  

0.052 

(0.566) 
0.1333 

(0.020) 

Observation 190 320 152 662 
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Interpretation of findings 

The main result shows the treatment effect is 13.33% at 5% significant level. In the basic 

linear probability model, the 13.33% means that on average the treatment group get 

improvement 13.33% higher than the control group. In the probit model, the 13.33% means that 

if other variable keep fixed on mean level, the marginal effect of treatment is 13.33%. Basically, 

13.33% treatment effect means if everything keeps the same (for example, spend the same 

amount of time, study the same material), the students who apply question generation get 

improvement 13.33% higher than those who apply question answering.  

Conclusions 

This paper demonstrates the positive and significant impacts of question generation on 

student’s performance through a laboratory experiment at university of Victoria.  

Implications  

Along with the development of online learning service, we can anticipant question 

generation will be more popular. How to apply question generation strategy will be an important 

topic for education.  

Limitations 

Our experiment does not have big sample size. This causes an external validity problem. 

We are not sure if our result can be verified in other learning setting or circumstance. Second 

limitation is the result is mainly driven by the session 2 data. We are not sure if some particular 

cases drive the main result. 

Further research 

Firstly, we have survey data and students’ characteristics data that we can use to improve 

our results. Secondly, we can study the relationship between question generation and other 
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factors such as GPA, instruction, and online learning. Many aspects about question generation 

can be exploited to improve our learning experience and efficiency.  
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Please see the attachment. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Caption of figure 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1.0.0 the Distribution of Students’ Midterm Score for Control Group 
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Figure 1.0.1 the Distribution of Students’ Midterm Score for Treatment Group 
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Figure 1.1.1 the Distribution of Students’ Score  

 

Figure 1.1.2 the Distribution of Students’ Score in treatment 
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Figure 1.1.3 the Distribution of Students’ Score in control
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Table 1.0.0 Two groups’ mean comparison test 

 

  

 Pr(T < t) = 0.7597         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.4806          Pr(T > t) = 0.2403

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      698

    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0.7058

                                                                              

    diff              .0266447    .0377523                -.047477    .1007665

                                                                              

combined       700    .4457143    .0187999    .4973997    .4088032    .4826254

                                                                              

       1       320      .43125    .0277287    .4960265    .3766957    .4858043

       0       380    .4578947     .025592    .4988808    .4075746    .5082149

                                                                              

   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest score, by(group)
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Table 1.0.1 Two groups’ midterm score mean comparison test  

 

  

 Pr(T < t) = 0.5374         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.9251          Pr(T > t) = 0.4626

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =       33

    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   0.0947

                                                                              

    diff              .4934211    5.209965               -10.10633    11.09318

                                                                              

combined        35    52.14286    2.557291    15.12914    46.94582     57.3399

                                                                              

       1        16      51.875    3.828484    15.31394    43.71478    60.03522

       0        19    52.36842    3.530329    15.38835    44.95148    59.78537

                                                                              

   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest midterm, by(group)
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Table 1.0.2 Two groups’ mean comparison test for pretest 

 

  

 Pr(T < t) = 0.9377         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.1246          Pr(T > t) = 0.0623

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      348

    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =   1.5393

                                                                              

    diff              .0822368    .0534241               -.0228378    .1873115

                                                                              

combined       350    .4571429    .0266659    .4988731    .4046968    .5095889

                                                                              

       1       160       .4125    .0390407    .4938299    .3353948    .4896052

       0       190    .4947368    .0363676    .5012932    .4229982    .5664755

                                                                              

   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest score if study==0, by(group)
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Table 1.0.3 Two groups’ mean comparison test for posttest 

 

  

 Pr(T < t) = 0.2938         Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.5875          Pr(T > t) = 0.7062

    Ha: diff < 0                 Ha: diff != 0                 Ha: diff > 0

Ho: diff = 0                                     degrees of freedom =      348

    diff = mean(0) - mean(1)                                      t =  -0.5430

                                                                              

    diff             -.0289474    .0533143               -.1338063    .0759115

                                                                              

combined       350    .4342857    .0265322    .4963724    .3821025    .4864689

                                                                              

       1       160         .45    .0394538    .4990557    .3720789    .5279211

       0       190    .4210526    .0359134    .4950324      .35021    .4918953

                                                                              

   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Two-sample t test with equal variances

. ttest score if study==1, by(group)
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Table 1.0.4 Two groups’ variance comparison test 

 

  

  Pr(F < f) = 0.5413         2*Pr(F > f) = 0.9175           Pr(F > f) = 0.4587

    Ha: ratio < 1               Ha: ratio != 1                 Ha: ratio > 1

Ho: ratio = 1                                    degrees of freedom = 379, 319

    ratio = sd(0) / sd(1)                                         f =   1.0115

                                                                              

combined       700    .4457143    .0187999    .4973997    .4088032    .4826254

                                                                              

       1       320      .43125    .0277287    .4960265    .3766957    .4858043

       0       380    .4578947     .025592    .4988808    .4075746    .5082149

                                                                              

   Group       Obs        Mean    Std. Err.   Std. Dev.   [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Variance ratio test

. sdtest score, by(group)
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Table 1.1.0 Basic model: differences in differences  

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     .4947368   .0363759    13.60   0.000     .4233172    .5661565

  groupstudy     .1111842   .0754499     1.47   0.141    -.0369524    .2593208

       study    -.0736842    .051123    -1.44   0.150    -.1740581    .0266896

       group    -.0822368   .0533531    -1.54   0.124    -.1869892    .0225156

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                       Root MSE      =  .49739

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0043

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.3887

                                                       F(  3,   696) =    1.01

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     700

. reg score  group study  groupstudy, robust
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Table 1.1.1 Basic model: differences in differences (Cluster) 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     .4947368   .0553427     8.94   0.000      .382267    .6072066

  groupstudy     .1111842   .0698894     1.59   0.121    -.0308481    .2532165

       study    -.0736842    .056555    -1.30   0.201    -.1886177    .0412493

       group    -.0822368   .0653013    -1.26   0.216     -.214945    .0504713

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                    (Std. Err. adjusted for 35 clusters in ID)

                                                       Root MSE      =  .49739

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0043

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.4160

                                                       F(  3,    34) =    0.97

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     700

. reg  score group study  groupstudy, cluster( ID)
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Table 1.2 Basic model: differences in differences for session 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                 

          _cons          .62   .0693409     8.94   0.000     .4832499    .7567501

                 

c.group#c.study          .06   .1394742     0.43   0.668    -.2150629    .3350629

                 

          study          .04   .0968904     0.41   0.680    -.1510816    .2310816

          group          -.2   .0988918    -2.02   0.044    -.3950286   -.0049714

                                                                                 

          score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                Robust

                                                                                 

                                                       Root MSE      =  .49312

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0351

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0696

                                                       F(  3,   196) =    2.40

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     200

. reg  score group study c.group#c.study, robust
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Table 1.3 Basic model: differences in differences for session 2. 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons          .55   .0559724     9.83   0.000     .4398743    .6601257

  groupstudy        .2125   .1085633     1.96   0.051    -.0010983    .4260983

       study       -.2625   .0756695    -3.47   0.001    -.4113797   -.1136203

       group        -.125   .0789067    -1.58   0.114    -.2802489    .0302489

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                       Root MSE      =  .48551

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0373

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0066

                                                       F(  3,   316) =    4.15

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     320

. reg  score group study  groupstudy, robust
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Table 1.4 Basic model: differences in differences for session 3. 

                                                                               

       _cons     .3166667   .0607326     5.21   0.000     .1968088    .4365245

  groupstudy     .0833333    .155502     0.54   0.593    -.2235552    .3902219

       study     .0833333   .0882007     0.94   0.346    -.0907337    .2574004

       group          .05    .107727     0.46   0.643     -.162603     .262603

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                       Root MSE      =  .48744

                                                       R-squared     =  0.0225

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.2698

                                                       F(  3,   176) =    1.32

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     180

. reg  score group study groupstudy, robust
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Table 2.1 Extended model: differences in differences with individual student and question fixed 

effect dummies

       question1      .495098   .2688587     1.84   0.066    -.0329081    1.023104

      student35            0  (omitted)

      student34    -7.45e-14   .1441491    -0.00   1.000    -.2830915    .2830915

      student33         -.15   .1441491    -1.04   0.298    -.4330915    .1330915

      student32            0  (omitted)

      student31          -.3   .1441491    -2.08   0.038    -.5830915   -.0169085

      student30          .15   .1441491     1.04   0.298    -.1330915    .4330915

      student29           .3   .1441491     2.08   0.038     .0169085    .5830915

      student28     1.91e-14   .1441491     0.00   1.000    -.2830915    .2830915

      student27           .2   .1441491     1.39   0.166    -.0830915    .4830915

      student26     .3780065   .2499726     1.51   0.131    -.1129095    .8689226

      student25     .5780065   .2499726     2.31   0.021     .0870905    1.068923

      student24     .2780065   .2499726     1.11   0.267    -.2129095    .7689226

      student23     .1780065   .2499726     0.71   0.477    -.3129095    .6689226

      student22     .3280065   .2499726     1.31   0.190    -.1629095    .8189226

      student21     .7780065   .2499726     3.11   0.002     .2870905    1.268923

      student20     .5280065   .2499726     2.11   0.035     .0370905    1.018923

      student19     .7280065   .2499726     2.91   0.004     .2370905    1.218923

      student18     .5780065   .2499726     2.31   0.021     .0870905    1.068923

      student17     .9780065   .2499726     3.91   0.000     .4870905    1.468923

      student16    -.4138685   .2346993    -1.76   0.078    -.8747897    .0470528

      student15    -.4638685   .2346993    -1.98   0.049    -.9247897   -.0029472

      student14    -.2138685   .2346993    -0.91   0.363    -.6747897    .2470528

      student13    -.5138685   .2346993    -2.19   0.029    -.9747897   -.0529472

      student12    -.5138685   .2346993    -2.19   0.029    -.9747897   -.0529472

      student11    -.7138685   .2346993    -3.04   0.002     -1.17479   -.2529472

      student10    -.6638685   .2346993    -2.83   0.005     -1.12479   -.2029472

       student9    -.6138685   .2346993    -2.62   0.009     -1.07479   -.1529472

       student8    -.3138685   .2346993    -1.34   0.182    -.7747897    .1470528

       student7    -.3138685   .2346993    -1.34   0.182    -.7747897    .1470528

       student6    -.2138685   .2346993    -0.91   0.363    -.6747897    .2470528

       student5     .0361315   .2346993     0.15   0.878    -.4247897    .4970528

       student4    -.4138685   .2346993    -1.76   0.078    -.8747897    .0470528

       student3    -.5638685   .2346993    -2.40   0.017     -1.02479   -.1029472

       student2    -.3638685   .2346993    -1.55   0.122    -.8247897    .0970528

       student1    -.2138685   .2346993    -0.91   0.363    -.6747897    .2470528

                 

c.group#c.study     .1372549   .0699226     1.96   0.050    -.0000647    .2745745

                 

          study     .1764706   .2161451     0.82   0.415    -.2480125    .6009536

          group     .1313725   .1483282     0.89   0.376    -.1599262    .4226713

                                                                                 

          score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                 

       Total    172.937143   699  .247406499           Root MSE      =  .45584

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1601

    Residual    126.128305   607  .207789629           R-squared     =  0.2707

       Model    46.8088381    92  .508791719           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 92,   607) =    2.45

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     700

note: question60 omitted because of collinearity

note: question50 omitted because of collinearity

note: question40 omitted because of collinearity

note: question20 omitted because of collinearity

note: student35 omitted because of collinearity

note: student32 omitted because of collinearity

. reg  score group study c.group#c. study  student1- student35 question1- question60
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          _cons     .1562092   .1801628     0.87   0.386     -.197609    .5100273

     question60            0  (omitted)

     question59     .2222222   .2148848     1.03   0.301    -.1997857    .6442301

     question58    -.1111111   .2148848    -0.52   0.605     -.533119    .3108968

     question57    -.3333333   .2148848    -1.55   0.121    -.7553412    .0886746

     question56    -7.94e-14   .2148848    -0.00   1.000    -.4220079    .4220079

     question55     .2222222   .2148848     1.03   0.301    -.1997857    .6442301

     question54    -.1111111   .2148848    -0.52   0.605     -.533119    .3108968

     question53    -.1111111   .2148848    -0.52   0.605     -.533119    .3108968

     question52     .1111111   .2148848     0.52   0.605    -.3108968     .533119

     question51     .1111111   .2148848     0.52   0.605    -.3108968     .533119

     question50            0  (omitted)

     question49     .1111111   .2148848     0.52   0.605    -.3108968     .533119

     question48     .3333333   .2148848     1.55   0.121    -.0886746    .7553412

     question47    -.2222222   .2148848    -1.03   0.301    -.6442301    .1997857

     question46     .2222222   .2148848     1.03   0.301    -.1997857    .6442301

     question45     .3333333   .2148848     1.55   0.121    -.0886746    .7553412

     question44     .1111111   .2148848     0.52   0.605    -.3108968     .533119

     question43     .1111111   .2148848     0.52   0.605    -.3108968     .533119

     question42     .2222222   .2148848     1.03   0.301    -.1997857    .6442301

     question41    -.1111111   .2148848    -0.52   0.605     -.533119    .3108968

     question40            0  (omitted)

     question39          -.8   .2038576    -3.92   0.000    -1.200352   -.3996481

     question38          -.7   .2038576    -3.43   0.001    -1.100352   -.2996481

     question37          -.6   .2038576    -2.94   0.003    -1.000352   -.1996481

     question36          -.1   .2038576    -0.49   0.624    -.5003519    .3003519

     question35          -.4   .2038576    -1.96   0.050    -.8003519    .0003519

     question34          -.7   .2038576    -3.43   0.001    -1.100352   -.2996481

     question33          -.3   .2038576    -1.47   0.142    -.7003519    .1003519

     question32          -.2   .2038576    -0.98   0.327    -.6003519    .2003519

     question31          -.3   .2038576    -1.47   0.142    -.7003519    .1003519

     question30     -.154902   .2964274    -0.52   0.601    -.7370498    .4272459

     question29     -.054902   .2964274    -0.19   0.853    -.6370498    .5272459

     question28     -.254902   .2964274    -0.86   0.390    -.8370498    .3272459

     question27     -.454902   .2964274    -1.53   0.125     -1.03705    .1272459

     question26     -.454902   .2964274    -1.53   0.125     -1.03705    .1272459

     question25     -.254902   .2964274    -0.86   0.390    -.8370498    .3272459

     question24     -.354902   .2964274    -1.20   0.232    -.9370498    .2272459

     question23     -.254902   .2964274    -0.86   0.390    -.8370498    .3272459

     question22      .045098   .2964274     0.15   0.879    -.5370498    .6272459

     question21     -.154902   .2964274    -0.52   0.601    -.7370498    .4272459

     question20            0  (omitted)

     question19        .1875   .1611636     1.16   0.245    -.1290059    .5040059

     question18         .125   .1611636     0.78   0.438    -.1915059    .4415059

     question17         .375   .1611636     2.33   0.020     .0584941    .6915059

     question16         .375   .1611636     2.33   0.020     .0584941    .6915059

     question15        .3125   .1611636     1.94   0.053    -.0040059    .6290059

     question14          .25   .1611636     1.55   0.121    -.0665059    .5665059

     question13        .4375   .1611636     2.71   0.007     .1209941    .7540059

     question12        .4375   .1611636     2.71   0.007     .1209941    .7540059

     question11        .1875   .1611636     1.16   0.245    -.1290059    .5040059

     question10      .557598   .2688587     2.07   0.039     .0295919    1.085604

      question9      .807598   .2688587     3.00   0.003     .2795919    1.335604

      question8      .745098   .2688587     2.77   0.006     .2170919    1.273104

      question7      .870098   .2688587     3.24   0.001     .3420919    1.398104

      question6      .807598   .2688587     3.00   0.003     .2795919    1.335604

      question5      .557598   .2688587     2.07   0.039     .0295919    1.085604

      question4      .745098   .2688587     2.77   0.006     .2170919    1.273104

      question3      .745098   .2688587     2.77   0.006     .2170919    1.273104

      question2      .370098   .2688587     1.38   0.169    -.1579081    .8981042

      question1      .495098   .2688587     1.84   0.066    -.0329081    1.023104
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Table 2.1.1 Extended model: differences in differences with individual student and question fixed 

effect dummies (Cluster) 

 

 

   student35     .3985907   .1684748     2.37   0.024     .0562087    .7409726

   student34     .3985907   .1684748     2.37   0.024     .0562087    .7409726

   student33     .2485907   .1684748     1.48   0.149    -.0937913    .5909726

   student32    -.0014093   .1684748    -0.01   0.993    -.3437913    .3409726

   student31    -.3014093   .1684748    -1.79   0.083    -.6437913    .0409726

   student30     .1485907   .1684748     0.88   0.384    -.1937913    .4909726

   student29     .2985907   .1684748     1.77   0.085    -.0437913    .6409726

   student28    -.0014093   .1684748    -0.01   0.993    -.3437913    .3409726

   student27     .1985907   .1684748     1.18   0.247    -.1437913    .5409726

   student26      .254375   .1774416     1.43   0.161    -.1062296    .6149796

   student25      .454375   .1774416     2.56   0.015     .0937704    .8149796

   student24      .154375   .1774416     0.87   0.390    -.2062296    .5149796

   student23      .054375   .1774416     0.31   0.761    -.3062296    .4149796

   student22      .204375   .1774416     1.15   0.257    -.1562296    .5649796

   student21      .254375   .1774416     1.43   0.161    -.1062296    .6149796

   student20      .004375   .1774416     0.02   0.980    -.3562296    .3649796

   student19      .204375   .1774416     1.15   0.257    -.1562296    .5649796

   student18      .054375   .1774416     0.31   0.761    -.3062296    .4149796

   student17      .454375   .1774416     2.56   0.015     .0937704    .8149796

   student16           .2   4.19e-14  4.8e+12   0.000           .2          .2

   student15          .15   4.18e-14  3.6e+12   0.000          .15         .15

   student14           .4   4.37e-14  9.2e+12   0.000           .4          .4

   student13           .1   4.17e-14  2.4e+12   0.000           .1          .1

   student12           .1   4.11e-14  2.4e+12   0.000           .1          .1

   student11          -.1   4.14e-14 -2.4e+12   0.000          -.1         -.1

   student10         -.05   4.13e-14 -1.2e+12   0.000         -.05        -.05

    student9            0  (omitted)

    student8          -.1   1.97e-14 -5.1e+12   0.000          -.1         -.1

    student7          -.1   1.99e-14 -5.0e+12   0.000          -.1         -.1

    student6     1.74e-14   1.94e-14     0.90   0.377    -2.21e-14    5.69e-14

    student5          .25   2.38e-14  1.1e+13   0.000          .25         .25

    student4          -.2   1.92e-14 -1.0e+13   0.000          -.2         -.2

    student3         -.35   2.44e-14 -1.4e+13   0.000         -.35        -.35

    student2         -.15   2.03e-14 -7.4e+12   0.000         -.15        -.15

    student1            0  (omitted)

  groupstudy     .1372549    .059488     2.31   0.027     .0163607    .2581491

       study     .2313725   .2229808     1.04   0.307    -.2217789     .684524

       group    -.2686275    .029744    -9.03   0.000    -.3290745   -.2081804

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                    (Std. Err. adjusted for 35 clusters in ID)

                                                       Root MSE      =  .45584

                                                       R-squared     =  0.2707

                                                       Prob > F      =       .

                                                       F( 32,    34) =       .

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     700

note: question59 omitted because of collinearity

note: question31 omitted because of collinearity

note: question24 omitted because of collinearity

note: question13 omitted because of collinearity

note: student9 omitted because of collinearity

note: student1 omitted because of collinearity

. reg  score group study  groupstudy  student1- student35   question1- question60, cluster( ID)
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       _cons     .3249387   .2538367     1.28   0.209    -.1909196     .840797

  question60    -.2222222    .228113    -0.97   0.337    -.6858036    .2413592

  question59            0  (omitted)

  question58    -.3333333   .2419504    -1.38   0.177    -.8250356     .158369

  question57    -.5555556   .1803392    -3.08   0.004    -.9220488   -.1890623

  question56    -.2222222    .228113    -0.97   0.337    -.6858036    .2413592

  question55     3.97e-15   .1710847     0.00   1.000     -.347686     .347686

  question54    -.3333333   .2419504    -1.38   0.177    -.8250356     .158369

  question53    -.3333333   .1710847    -1.95   0.060    -.6810194    .0143527

  question52    -.1111111   .1140565    -0.97   0.337    -.3429018    .1206796

  question51    -.1111111   .1140565    -0.97   0.337    -.3429018    .1206796

  question50    -.1673203   .2893104    -0.58   0.567    -.7552698    .4206292

  question49    -.0562092   .3236579    -0.17   0.863    -.7139611    .6015428

  question48     .1660131   .2926403     0.57   0.574    -.4287036    .7607297

  question47    -.3895425   .2742216    -1.42   0.165    -.9468278    .1677428

  question46      .054902   .3486016     0.16   0.876    -.6535417    .7633456

  question45     .1660131   .2996287     0.55   0.583    -.4429056    .7749318

  question44    -.0562092   .2750575    -0.20   0.839    -.6151932    .5027749

  question43    -.0562092   .3294678    -0.17   0.866    -.7257684    .6133501

  question42      .054902   .3104707     0.18   0.861    -.5760504    .6858543

  question41    -.2784314   .2847369    -0.98   0.335    -.8570864    .3002236

  question40           .3   .1577787     1.90   0.066     -.020645     .620645

  question39          -.5   .2309644    -2.16   0.038    -.9693762   -.0306238

  question38          -.4   .2754411    -1.45   0.156    -.9597637    .1597637

  question37          -.3   .2204605    -1.36   0.183    -.7480296    .1480296

  question36           .2   .2065808     0.97   0.340    -.2198228    .6198228

  question35          -.1    .185412    -0.54   0.593    -.4768025    .2768025

  question34          -.4   .1686726    -2.37   0.024    -.7427839   -.0572161

  question33    -1.28e-13   .1539763    -0.00   1.000    -.3129174    .3129174

  question32           .1   .1032904     0.97   0.340    -.1099114    .3099114

  question31            0  (omitted)

  question30           .2   .2065808     0.97   0.340    -.2198228    .6198228

  question29           .3    .268908     1.12   0.272    -.2464868    .8464868

  question28           .1    .185412     0.54   0.593    -.2768025    .4768025

  question27          -.1    .185412    -0.54   0.593    -.4768025    .2768025

  question26          -.1    .241011    -0.41   0.681    -.5897933    .3897933

  question25           .1    .241011     0.41   0.681    -.3897933    .5897933

  question24            0  (omitted)

  question23           .1    .241011     0.41   0.681    -.3897933    .5897933

  question22           .4   .2283837     1.75   0.089    -.0641316    .8641316

  question21           .2   .2065808     0.97   0.340    -.2198228    .6198228

  question20       -.4375   .1350296    -3.24   0.003    -.7119132   -.1630868

  question19         -.25   .1800395    -1.39   0.174    -.6158843    .1158843

  question18       -.3125   .1855805    -1.68   0.101    -.6896449    .0646449

  question17       -.0625    .179234    -0.35   0.729    -.4267472    .3017472

  question16       -.0625   .1512072    -0.41   0.682    -.3697899    .2447899

  question15        -.125   .1631747    -0.77   0.449    -.4566108    .2066108

  question14       -.1875   .1062408    -1.76   0.087    -.4034072    .0284072

  question13            0  (omitted)

  question12     1.38e-14   .2357271     0.00   1.000     -.479055     .479055

  question11         -.25   .1800395    -1.39   0.174    -.6158843    .1158843

  question10         .175   .2742641     0.64   0.528    -.3823718    .7323718

   question9         .425   .2928364     1.45   0.156    -.1701152    1.020115

   question8        .3625   .2708601     1.34   0.190    -.1879539    .9129539

   question7        .4875   .2765821     1.76   0.087    -.0745824    1.049582

   question6         .425    .288463     1.47   0.150    -.1612273    1.011227

   question5         .175   .2928364     0.60   0.554    -.4201152    .7701152

   question4        .3625   .2731965     1.33   0.193     -.192702     .917702

   question3        .3625   .2852284     1.27   0.212    -.2171538    .9421538

   question2       -.0125   .2727807    -0.05   0.964    -.5668571    .5418571

   question1        .1125   .2971551     0.38   0.707    -.4913918    .7163918
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Table 2.2 Extended model: differences in differences with individual student and question fixed 

effect dummies for session 1. 

 

  

                                                                                 

          _cons          .76   .2193118     3.47   0.001     .3270749    1.192925

     question20            0  (omitted)

     question19          -.8    .143404    -5.58   0.000    -1.083082   -.5169181

     question18          -.7   .1918333    -3.65   0.000    -1.078682   -.3213179

     question17          -.6   .1824023    -3.29   0.001    -.9600651   -.2399349

     question16          -.1   .1567313    -0.64   0.524    -.4093902    .2093902

     question15          -.4   .1498234    -2.67   0.008    -.6957539   -.1042461

     question14          -.7   .1323098    -5.29   0.000    -.9611817   -.4388183

     question13          -.3   .1442221    -2.08   0.039    -.5846967   -.0153033

     question12          -.2   .1268626    -1.58   0.117    -.4504289    .0504289

     question11          -.3   .1425812    -2.10   0.037    -.5814578   -.0185422

     question10            0  (omitted)

      question9           .1     .24947     0.40   0.689     -.392458     .592458

      question8          -.1   .2267416    -0.44   0.660    -.5475918    .3475918

      question7          -.3    .230345    -1.30   0.195    -.7547049    .1547049

      question6          -.3   .2209605    -1.36   0.176    -.7361797    .1361797

      question5          -.1   .2293212    -0.44   0.663     -.552684     .352684

      question4          -.2   .2413199    -0.83   0.408    -.6763695    .2763695

      question3          -.1   .2293212    -0.44   0.663     -.552684     .352684

      question2           .2   .2338929     0.86   0.394    -.2617085    .6617085

      question1     1.51e-15    .248998     0.00   1.000    -.4915262    .4915262

      student10            0  (omitted)

       student9           .2   .1427668     1.40   0.163     -.081824     .481824

       student8          -.1   .1553932    -0.64   0.521    -.4067489    .2067489

       student7          -.2   .1404824    -1.42   0.156    -.4773145    .0773145

       student6         -.05   .1418367    -0.35   0.725     -.329988     .229988

       student5            0  (omitted)

       student4         -.25   .1390726    -1.80   0.074    -.5245316    .0245316

       student3         -.05   .1345581    -0.37   0.711    -.3156199    .2156199

       student2          -.2   .1485815    -1.35   0.180    -.4933024    .0933024

       student1           .2   .1290919     1.55   0.123    -.0548295    .4548295

                 

c.group#c.study          .06   .1266956     0.47   0.636    -.1900992    .3100992

                 

          study          .37   .2078376     1.78   0.077    -.0402749    .7802749

          group         -.23   .1634013    -1.41   0.161     -.552557     .092557

                                                                                 

          score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                Robust

                                                                                 

                                                       Root MSE      =  .44794

                                                       R-squared     =  0.3094

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 29,   170) =    5.35

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     200

note: question20 omitted because of collinearity

note: question10 omitted because of collinearity

note: student10 omitted because of collinearity

note: student5 omitted because of collinearity

. reg  score group study c.group#c.study  student1- student10  question1- question20, robust
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Table 2.3 Extended model: differences in differences with individual student and question fixed 

effect dummies for session 2. 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons       .60625   .1813244     3.34   0.001     .2493398    .9631602

  question20       -.1875   .1321149    -1.42   0.157    -.4475486    .0725486

  question19     7.21e-15   .1570403     0.00   1.000    -.3091105    .3091105

  question18       -.0625   .1529583    -0.41   0.683    -.3635758    .2385758

  question17        .1875   .1662305     1.13   0.260    -.1397002    .5147002

  question16        .1875   .1593012     1.18   0.240    -.1260609    .5010609

  question15         .125   .1522372     0.82   0.412    -.1746564    .4246564

  question14        .0625   .1444487     0.43   0.666    -.2218259    .3468259

  question13          .25   .1577394     1.58   0.114    -.0604866    .5604866

  question12          .25   .1775918     1.41   0.160    -.0995632    .5995632

  question11            0  (omitted)

  question10       -.1875   .1777621    -1.05   0.292    -.5373984    .1623984

   question9        .0625   .1776073     0.35   0.725    -.2870937    .4120937

   question8     4.40e-15   .1797626     0.00   1.000    -.3538361    .3538361

   question7         .125   .1722607     0.73   0.469    -.2140697    .4640697

   question6        .0625   .1881371     0.33   0.740    -.3078201    .4328201

   question5       -.1875   .1827975    -1.03   0.306    -.5473099    .1723099

   question4            0  (omitted)

   question3     4.47e-15     .17838     0.00   1.000    -.3511147    .3511147

   question2        -.375   .1706563    -2.20   0.029    -.7109117   -.0390883

   question1         -.25   .1871108    -1.34   0.183       -.6183       .1183

   student16            0  (omitted)

   student15         -.05    .161699    -0.31   0.757    -.3682806    .2682806

   student14           .2   .1439584     1.39   0.166    -.0833609    .4833609

   student13          -.1   .1525098    -0.66   0.513     -.400193     .200193

   student12          -.1   .1536599    -0.65   0.516    -.4024567    .2024567

   student11          -.3   .1442028    -2.08   0.038    -.5838419   -.0161581

   student10         -.25   .1552556    -1.61   0.108    -.5555978    .0555978

    student9          -.2   .1446904    -1.38   0.168    -.4848016    .0848016

    student8            0  (omitted)

    student7    -6.87e-15   .1522932    -0.00   1.000    -.2997667    .2997667

    student6           .1   .1492573     0.67   0.503    -.1937908    .3937908

    student5          .35   .1511328     2.32   0.021     .0525175    .6474825

    student4          -.1   .1596307    -0.63   0.532    -.4142094    .2142094

    student3         -.25   .1361813    -1.84   0.067    -.5180527    .0180527

    student2         -.05   .1620389    -0.31   0.758    -.3689496    .2689496

    student1           .1   .1569614     0.64   0.525    -.2089553    .4089553

  groupstudy        .2125    .102639     2.07   0.039     .0104702    .4145298

       study      -.41875   .1850396    -2.26   0.024    -.7829731   -.0545269

       group      -.00625   .1668664    -0.04   0.970    -.3347019    .3222019

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                       Root MSE      =  .45902

                                                       R-squared     =  0.2266

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 35,   284) =    4.47

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     320

note: question11 omitted because of collinearity

note: question4 omitted because of collinearity

note: student16 omitted because of collinearity

note: student8 omitted because of collinearity

. reg  score group study  groupstudy  student1-  student16 question1- question20, robust
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Table 2.4 Extended model: differences in differences with individual student and question fixed 

effect dummies for session 3. 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     .4583333   .1798483     2.55   0.012     .1029893    .8136773

  question20    -.1111111   .2244462    -0.50   0.621    -.5545717    .3323494

  question19     .1111111   .1929062     0.58   0.565    -.2700328    .4922551

  question18    -.2222222   .2257175    -0.98   0.326    -.6681947    .2237503

  question17    -.4444444   .1815525    -2.45   0.016    -.8031558   -.0857331

  question16    -.1111111   .2205882    -0.50   0.615     -.546949    .3247268

  question15     .1111111   .2105372     0.53   0.598     -.304868    .5270902

  question14    -.2222222   .2262602    -0.98   0.328    -.6692669    .2248225

  question13    -.2222222   .2162838    -1.03   0.306    -.6495555    .2051111

  question12     4.94e-15   .2081941     0.00   1.000    -.4113497    .4113497

  question11            0  (omitted)

  question10    -.1111111   .2079976    -0.53   0.594    -.5220726    .2998504

   question9     1.48e-15   .2285969     0.00   1.000    -.4516616    .4516616

   question8     .2222222   .2126623     1.04   0.298    -.1979557    .6424001

   question7    -.3333333   .1589841    -2.10   0.038    -.6474539   -.0192128

   question6     .1111111    .228239     0.49   0.627    -.3398433    .5620655

   question5     .2222222   .2319698     0.96   0.340    -.2361035    .6805479

   question4            0  (omitted)

   question3     1.42e-15   .2375422     0.00   1.000    -.4693356    .4693356

   question2     .1111111   .2177906     0.51   0.611    -.3191994    .5414216

   question1    -.2222222   .1894853    -1.17   0.243     -.596607    .1521626

    student9          .15   .1434811     1.05   0.297    -.1334898    .4334898

    student8          .15   .1588162     0.94   0.346    -.1637889    .4637889

    student7            0  (omitted)

    student6          -.2   .1496654    -1.34   0.183    -.4957088    .0957088

    student5          -.5   .1126843    -4.44   0.000    -.7226416   -.2773584

    student4         -.05   .1463091    -0.34   0.733    -.3390774    .2390774

    student3           .1   .1501073     0.67   0.506    -.1965818    .3965818

    student2          -.2   .1545633    -1.29   0.198     -.505386     .105386

    student1            0  (omitted)

  groupstudy     .0833333   .1502114     0.55   0.580    -.2134542    .3801209

       study     .1944444   .2142611     0.91   0.366    -.2288925    .6177814

       group    -.1916667   .1636292    -1.17   0.243     -.514965    .1316317

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                                       Root MSE      =  .46009

                                                       R-squared     =  0.2528

                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 28,   151) =    3.86

Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     180

note: question11 omitted because of collinearity

note: question4 omitted because of collinearity

note: student7 omitted because of collinearity

note: student1 omitted because of collinearity

. reg  score group study groupstudy  student1- student9  question1- question20, robust
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Table 3.1.1 Basic probit model: differences in differences 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons    -.0131932   .0909929    -0.14   0.885    -.1915359    .1651496

  groupstudy     .2814655   .1912468     1.47   0.141    -.0933714    .6563025

       study    -.1860082   .1291482    -1.44   0.150    -.4391339    .0671176

       group    -.2079255    .135232    -1.54   0.124    -.4729753    .0571243

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -479.55014                 Pseudo R2       =     0.0032

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.3868

                                                  Wald chi2(3)    =       3.03

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        700

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -479.55014  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -479.55015  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -481.06917  

. probit score  group study  groupstudy, robust
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Table 3.1.2 Marginal effect of treatment in basic probit model: differences in differences 

 

  

                                                                              

  groupstudy     .1108654   .0749649     1.48   0.139    -.0360632     .257794

       study    -.0732661   .0506334    -1.45   0.148    -.1725057    .0259736

       group     -.081899   .0529843    -1.55   0.122    -.1857464    .0219483

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        700

. margins, dydx(*)
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Table 3.1.3 Basic probit model: differences in differences (Cluster) 

  

 

  

       _cons    -.0131932   .1384375    -0.10   0.924    -.2845257    .2581393

  groupstudy     .2814655   .1767462     1.59   0.111    -.0649507    .6278818

       study    -.1860082   .1429292    -1.30   0.193    -.4661442    .0941278

       group    -.2079255   .1644934    -1.26   0.206    -.5303267    .1144756

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                    (Std. Err. adjusted for 35 clusters in ID)

Log pseudolikelihood = -479.55014                 Pseudo R2       =     0.0032

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.3999

                                                  Wald chi2(3)    =       2.95

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        700

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -479.55014  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -479.55015  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -481.06917  

. probit  score group study groupstudy, clu(ID)
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Table 3.1.4 Marginal effect of treatment in basic probit model: differences in differences 

 

  

                                                                              

  groupstudy     .1108654   .0693354     1.60   0.110    -.0250295    .2467603

       study    -.0732661   .0560228    -1.31   0.191    -.1830687    .0365365

       group     -.081899   .0648194    -1.26   0.206    -.2089427    .0451446

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        700

. margins, dydx(*)
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Table 3.2.1 Basic probit model: differences in differences for session 1. 

 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     .3054808   .1807361     1.69   0.091    -.0487554     .659717

  groupstudy     .1450647   .3604305     0.40   0.687    -.5613662    .8514956

       study     .1069823   .2574142     0.42   0.678    -.3975402    .6115049

       group    -.5073743   .2543835    -1.99   0.046    -1.005957   -.0087917

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -133.88693                 Pseudo R2       =     0.0257

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0735

                                                  Wald chi2(3)    =       6.95

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        200

Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -133.88693  

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -133.88693  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood =  -133.8876  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -137.41698  

. probit  score group study  groupstudy, robust
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Table 3.2.2 Marginal effect of treatment in Basic probit model: differences in differences for 

session 1. 

 

 

 

  

                                                                              

  groupstudy      .055723   .1382677     0.40   0.687    -.2152766    .3267226

       study     .0410946   .0987515     0.42   0.677    -.1524548    .2346441

       group    -.1948952   .0946278    -2.06   0.039    -.3803623   -.0094281

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        200

. margins , dydx(*)
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Table 3.3.1 Basic probit model: differences in differences for session 2. 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons     .1256613   .1407476     0.89   0.372     -.150199    .4015216

  groupstudy     .5568434   .2868866     1.94   0.052     -.005444    1.119131

       study    -.6863644   .2047211    -3.35   0.001     -1.08761   -.2851183

       group    -.3147798   .1994099    -1.58   0.114     -.705616    .0760564

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -210.51637                 Pseudo R2       =     0.0277

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0081

                                                  Wald chi2(3)    =      11.80

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        320

Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -210.51637  

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -210.51637  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -210.51951  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -216.52168  

. probit  score group study  groupstudy, robust
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Table 3.3.2 Marginal effect of treatment in basic probit model: differences in differences for 

session 2 

 

  

                                                                              

  groupstudy     .2098998   .1061891     1.98   0.048      .001773    .4180265

       study    -.2587221   .0729266    -3.55   0.000    -.4016557   -.1157885

       group    -.1186549   .0742407    -1.60   0.110    -.2641639    .0268541

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        320

. margins, dydx(*)
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Table 3.4.1 Basic probit model: differences in differences for session 3. 

 

 

 

  

                                                                              

       _cons    -.4770404   .1691442    -2.82   0.005     -.808557   -.1455238

  groupstudy     .2006532   .4040699     0.50   0.619    -.5913092    .9926156

       study     .2236933    .235708     0.95   0.343    -.2382859    .6856725

       group     .1363456   .2890286     0.47   0.637      -.43014    .7028312

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -118.28301                 Pseudo R2       =     0.0166

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.2663

                                                  Wald chi2(3)    =       3.96

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        180

Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -118.28301  

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -118.28301  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -118.28325  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -120.28473  

. probit  score group study groupstudy, robust
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Table 3.4.2 Marginal effect of treatment in basid probit model: differences in differences for 

session 3 

 

 

 

  

                                                                              

  groupstudy     .0755377   .1517743     0.50   0.619    -.2219344    .3730099

       study     .0842114   .0880707     0.96   0.339    -.0884039    .2568267

       group     .0513285   .1086096     0.47   0.637    -.1615424    .2641995

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        180

. margins, dydx(*)
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Table 4.1.1 Extended probit model: differences in differences with individual student and 

question fixed effect dummies 

    student28     .0164752   .4395407     0.04   0.970    -.8450087     .877959

   student27     .6181078   .4388173     1.41   0.159    -.2419583    1.478174

   student26    -1.303956   .7810352    -1.67   0.095    -2.834757    .2268448

   student25    -.6706456   .7827953    -0.86   0.392    -2.204896     .863605

   student24    -1.625832   .7694509    -2.11   0.035    -3.133928    -.117736

   student23    -2.030185   .8001372    -2.54   0.011    -3.598425   -.4619447

   student22    -1.496499   .7877881    -1.90   0.057    -3.040535    .0475374

   student21    -.0592979   .7885668    -0.08   0.940     -1.60486    1.486265

   student20    -.8938383   .7889422    -1.13   0.257    -2.440137    .6524599

   student19    -.2379077   .7857807    -0.30   0.762     -1.77801    1.302194

   student18    -.7256897    .784057    -0.93   0.355    -2.262413    .8110337

   student17     .7044868   .8082341     0.87   0.383    -.8796228    2.288596

   student16    -1.633208   .7970004    -2.05   0.040      -3.1953   -.0711155

   student15    -1.776072   .7962525    -2.23   0.026    -3.336699   -.2154462

   student14    -1.028847    .798904    -1.29   0.198     -2.59467    .5369764

   student13     -1.88006   .7813754    -2.41   0.016    -3.411528   -.3485927

   student12    -1.907247   .8001755    -2.38   0.017    -3.475563   -.3389323

   student11    -2.554611   .8179248    -3.12   0.002    -4.157714   -.9515074

   student10    -2.340286   .8072265    -2.90   0.004     -3.92242   -.7581507

    student9    -2.235879    .808688    -2.76   0.006    -3.820878   -.6508796

    student8    -1.274397   .8036502    -1.59   0.113    -2.849522    .3007286

    student7    -1.304732   .8083249    -1.61   0.107     -2.88902    .2795553

    student6    -.9940163   .8057984    -1.23   0.217    -2.573352    .5853195

    student5    -.2060427   .8049383    -0.26   0.798    -1.783693    1.371607

    student4    -1.587352   .8108004    -1.96   0.050    -3.176492    .0017873

    student3    -2.247338   .8460359    -2.66   0.008    -3.905538   -.5891381

    student2    -1.425771   .8069703    -1.77   0.077    -3.007404     .155862

    student1     -.996106   .8035793    -1.24   0.215    -2.571092    .5788805

  groupstudy     .4234328   .2176384     1.95   0.052    -.0031305    .8499962

       study     .5519996   .6718266     0.82   0.411    -.7647563    1.868756

       group     .4157126   .4546393     0.91   0.361    -.4753641    1.306789

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood = -366.86541                       Pseudo R2       =     0.1960

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000

                                                  LR chi2(89)     =     178.91

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        662

Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -366.86541  

Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -366.86541  

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -366.86942  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -368.03127  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -456.31939  

note: question60 omitted because of collinearity

note: question50 omitted because of collinearity

note: question39 omitted because of collinearity

note: question20 omitted because of collinearity

note: student35 omitted because of collinearity

note: student32 omitted because of collinearity

      question47 dropped and 8 obs not used

note: question47 != 0 predicts failure perfectly

      question40 dropped and 10 obs not used

note: question40 != 0 predicts success perfectly

      student31 dropped and 20 obs not used

note: student31 != 0 predicts failure perfectly

. probit  score group study  groupstudy  student1- student35 question1- question60
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       _cons    -1.063841   .5805095    -1.83   0.067    -2.201619    .0739366

  question60            0  (omitted)

  question59      .758508   .6875048     1.10   0.270    -.5889767    2.105993

  question58    -.3196564   .6383832    -0.50   0.617    -1.570864    .9315516

  question57    -1.258329   .7549779    -1.67   0.096    -2.738059    .2214004

  question56     .0040972   .6390206     0.01   0.995     -1.24836    1.256555

  question55     .7000194    .667078     1.05   0.294    -.6074295    2.007468

  question54    -.3250712   .6388766    -0.51   0.611    -1.577246    .9271039

  question53    -.3502185   .6465296    -0.54   0.588    -1.617393    .9169563

  question52     .3478907   .6545947     0.53   0.595    -.9350914    1.630873

  question51     .3478907   .6545947     0.53   0.595    -.9350914    1.630873

  question50            0  (omitted)

  question49     .4032874   .6661099     0.61   0.545     -.902264    1.708839

  question48     1.060507   .6790485     1.56   0.118    -.2704033    2.391418

  question47            0  (omitted)

  question46     .7214627   .6647763     1.09   0.278     -.581475      2.0244

  question45     1.022555   .6637554     1.54   0.123    -.2783821    2.323491

  question44     .3629787   .6796008     0.53   0.593    -.9690145    1.694972

  question43     .4024949   .6591238     0.61   0.541     -.889364    1.694354

  question42     .7168844   .6701009     1.07   0.285    -.5964893    2.030258

  question41    -.4896436    .758098    -0.65   0.518    -1.975488    .9962012

  question40            0  (omitted)

  question39            0  (omitted)

  question38      .376053   .6325152     0.59   0.552    -.8636539     1.61576

  question37     .6748777   .6315095     1.07   0.285    -.5628581    1.912614

  question36     2.101586   .6911943     3.04   0.002     .7468703    3.456302

  question35      1.24361   .6466929     1.92   0.054    -.0238852    2.511104

  question34     .3077848   .6669888     0.46   0.644    -.9994893    1.615059

  question33      1.56212   .6642673     2.35   0.019     .2601796     2.86406

  question32     1.924501   .6919277     2.78   0.005     .5683481    3.280655

  question31     1.560118   .6623181     2.36   0.018     .2619979    2.858237

  question30     1.994534   .9155693     2.18   0.029     .2000513    3.789017

  question29     2.312623   .9308845     2.48   0.013     .4881225    4.137123

  question28     1.709474   .9356306     1.83   0.068    -.1243288    3.543276

  question27     1.078145   .9415688     1.15   0.252    -.7672957    2.923586

  question26     1.043475   .9493218     1.10   0.272    -.8171611    2.904112

  question25     1.711818    .934209     1.83   0.067    -.1191985    3.542834

  question24      1.40231   .9284043     1.51   0.131    -.4173289    3.221949

  question23     1.711818    .934209     1.83   0.067    -.1191985    3.542834

  question22     2.678925    .951712     2.81   0.005     .8136033    4.544246

  question21      2.02205   .9249949     2.19   0.029     .2090936    3.835007

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19     .9309157   .6264192     1.49   0.137    -.2968434    2.158675

  question18     .7166108   .6377706     1.12   0.261    -.5333967    1.966618

  question17     1.494122   .6106506     2.45   0.014      .297269    2.690976

  question16     1.507453   .6136024     2.46   0.014     .3048149    2.710092

  question15     1.320013   .6188284     2.13   0.033     .1071316    2.532894

  question14     1.108497   .6268427     1.77   0.077    -.1200923    2.337086

  question13     1.687585   .6144629     2.75   0.006     .4832602    2.891911

  question12      1.66717   .6051748     2.75   0.006     .4810487     2.85329

  question11     .9236077    .627402     1.47   0.141    -.3060777    2.153293

  question10      2.07467   .9087195     2.28   0.022     .2936126    3.855728

   question9     2.822614   .9100818     3.10   0.002     1.038887    4.606342

   question8     2.632027    .908049     2.90   0.004     .8522837     4.41177

   question7     3.017853   .9142691     3.30   0.001     1.225918    4.809787

   question6     2.789744   .9050412     3.08   0.002     1.015896    4.563592

   question5     2.100272   .9073775     2.31   0.021      .321845    3.878699

   question4     2.635618   .9030891     2.92   0.004     .8655961     4.40564

   question3     2.641605   .9083291     2.91   0.004     .8613127    4.421897

   question2     1.469754   .9251539     1.59   0.112    -.3435146    3.283022

   question1     1.920603   .9070845     2.12   0.034     .1427501    3.698456

   student35            0  (omitted)

   student34      .001321   .4268878     0.00   0.998    -.8353637    .8380058

   student33    -.4746517   .4424745    -1.07   0.283    -1.341886    .3925824

   student32            0  (omitted)

   student31            0  (omitted)

   student30      .473437   .4388359     1.08   0.281    -.3866655     1.33354

   student29     .9400049   .4424553     2.12   0.034     .0728085    1.807201
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Table 4.1.2 Marginal effect of treatment in extended probit model: differences in differences with 

individual student and question fixed effect dummies 

    student29     .2958529   .1377591     2.15   0.032       .02585    .5658558

   student28     .0051853   .1383377     0.04   0.970    -.2659515    .2763221

   student27     .1945404   .1374773     1.42   0.157    -.0749101     .463991

   student26    -.4104012   .2444805    -1.68   0.093    -.8895741    .0687717

   student25     -.211076   .2460298    -0.86   0.391    -.6932855    .2711336

   student24     -.511707   .2400155    -2.13   0.033    -.9821288   -.0412852

   student23    -.6389712   .2484333    -2.57   0.010    -1.125892   -.1520508

   student22    -.4710012   .2460791    -1.91   0.056    -.9533075     .011305

   student21    -.0186632   .2481962    -0.08   0.940    -.5051188    .4677925

   student20    -.2813226   .2477269    -1.14   0.256    -.7668585    .2042132

   student19     -.074878   .2472999    -0.30   0.762    -.5595769    .4098209

   student18    -.2284003   .2464135    -0.93   0.354    -.7113618    .2545612

   student17      .221727   .2540349     0.87   0.383    -.2761722    .7196262

   student16    -.5140284   .2489253    -2.06   0.039    -1.001913   -.0261437

   student15     -.558993   .2482819    -2.25   0.024    -1.045617   -.0723693

   student14    -.3238145    .250794    -1.29   0.197    -.8153616    .1677326

   student13    -.5917217   .2433458    -2.43   0.015    -1.068671   -.1147726

   student12    -.6002784    .249163    -2.41   0.016    -1.088629   -.1119279

   student11    -.8040265   .2525548    -3.18   0.001    -1.299025   -.3090282

   student10    -.7365709    .250065    -2.95   0.003    -1.226689   -.2464525

    student9    -.7037104   .2506475    -2.81   0.005     -1.19497   -.2124503

    student8    -.4010979   .2519746    -1.59   0.111    -.8949591    .0927633

    student7    -.4106456     .25332    -1.62   0.105    -.9071437    .0858526

    student6    -.3128522   .2530837    -1.24   0.216    -.8088871    .1831827

    student5    -.0648489   .2533626    -0.26   0.798    -.5614306    .4317327

    student4     -.499596   .2535785    -1.97   0.049    -.9966008   -.0025912

    student3    -.7073169   .2627275    -2.69   0.007    -1.222253   -.1923805

    student2    -.4487406   .2527339    -1.78   0.076    -.9440901    .0466088

    student1    -.3135099   .2523746    -1.24   0.214     -.808155    .1811352

  groupstudy     .1332693   .0678945     1.96   0.050     .0001986    .2663401

       study     .1737339   .2111211     0.82   0.411    -.2400558    .5875236

       group     .1308395   .1427942     0.92   0.360     -.149032     .410711

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

               question54 question55 question56 question57 question58 question59 question60

               question47 question48 question49 question50 question51 question52 question53

               question40 question41 question42 question43 question44 question45 question46

               question33 question34 question35 question36 question37 question38 question39

               question26 question27 question28 question29 question30 question31 question32

               question19 question20 question21 question22 question23 question24 question25

               question12 question13 question14 question15 question16 question17 question18

               question4 question5 question6 question7 question8 question9 question10 question11

               student31 student32 student33 student34 student35 question1 question2 question3

               student23 student24 student25 student26 student27 student28 student29 student30

               student15 student16 student17 student18 student19 student20 student21 student22

               student7 student8 student9 student10 student11 student12 student13 student14

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy student1 student2 student3 student4 student5 student6

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : OIM

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        662

. margins, dydx(*)
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  question60            0  (omitted)

  question59     .2387294   .2157126     1.11   0.268    -.1840597    .6615184

  question58    -.1006072   .2008182    -0.50   0.616    -.4942037    .2929893

  question57    -.3960408   .2361649    -1.68   0.094    -.8589155    .0668339

  question56     .0012895   .2011224     0.01   0.995    -.3929031    .3954822

  question55     .2203209   .2094597     1.05   0.293    -.1902126    .6308544

  question54    -.1023114   .2009645    -0.51   0.611    -.4961947    .2915718

  question53    -.1102262   .2033337    -0.54   0.588    -.5087528    .2883005

  question52     .1094935   .2058776     0.53   0.595    -.2940191    .5130061

  question51     .1094935   .2058776     0.53   0.595    -.2940191    .5130061

  question50            0  (omitted)

  question49     .1269288   .2094534     0.61   0.545    -.2835924    .5374501

  question48     .3337793   .2124835     1.57   0.116    -.0826808    .7502393

  question47            0  (omitted)

  question46     .2270699   .2086519     1.09   0.276    -.1818804    .6360201

  question45     .3218342    .207829     1.55   0.121    -.0855033    .7291716

  question44     .1142423   .2137745     0.53   0.593    -.3047481    .5332326

  question43     .1266794   .2072552     0.61   0.541    -.2795334    .5328922

  question42     .2256289   .2103474     1.07   0.283    -.1866444    .6379023

  question41    -.1541082   .2384391    -0.65   0.518    -.6214403    .3132239

  question40            0  (omitted)

  question39            0  (omitted)

  question38     .1183572   .1989354     0.59   0.552    -.2715489    .5082634

  question37      .212408   .1983198     1.07   0.284    -.1762917    .6011076

  question36     .6614437   .2142372     3.09   0.002     .2415466    1.081341

  question35      .391408   .2020063     1.94   0.053     -.004517    .7873331

  question34     .0968708   .2098848     0.46   0.644    -.3144958    .5082374

  question33     .4916544   .2066152     2.38   0.017     .0866961    .8966128

  question32     .6057088   .2142016     2.83   0.005     .1858814    1.025536

  question31     .4910243   .2060127     2.38   0.017     .0872468    .8948019

  question30     .6277506   .2853519     2.20   0.028     .0684712     1.18703

  question29     .7278643   .2892265     2.52   0.012     .1609909    1.294738

  question28     .5380319   .2924423     1.84   0.066    -.0351444    1.111208

  question27     .3393306   .2955463     1.15   0.251    -.2399295    .9185906

  question26     .3284187   .2981031     1.10   0.271    -.2558526      .91269

  question25     .5387697    .291978     1.85   0.065    -.0334967    1.111036

  question24     .4413567   .2908456     1.52   0.129    -.1286902    1.011404

  question23     .5387697    .291978     1.85   0.065    -.0334967    1.111036

  question22     .8431526   .2946107     2.86   0.004     .2657262    1.420579

  question21     .6364109   .2881756     2.21   0.027     .0715971    1.201225

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19     .2929922   .1965256     1.49   0.136    -.0921909    .6781753

  question18     .2255428   .2003573     1.13   0.260    -.1671503    .6182359

  question17     .4702533   .1902873     2.47   0.013      .097297    .8432096

  question16      .474449   .1911333     2.48   0.013     .0998346    .8490635

  question15     .4154549   .1933523     2.15   0.032     .0364914    .7944185

  question14     .3488832   .1964295     1.78   0.076    -.0361115     .733878

  question13      .531143   .1907883     2.78   0.005     .1572049    .9050811

  question12     .5247174   .1879825     2.79   0.005     .1562784    .8931563

  question11     .2906921   .1968615     1.48   0.140    -.0951494    .6765335

  question10     .6529723   .2832733     2.31   0.021     .0977668    1.208178

   question9     .8883768   .2808777     3.16   0.002     .3378667    1.438887

   question8     .8283922   .2810476     2.95   0.003      .277549    1.379235

   question7     .9498253   .2813453     3.38   0.001     .3983986    1.501252

   question6     .8780313    .279556     3.14   0.002     .3301116    1.425951

   question5     .6610301   .2826784     2.34   0.019     .1069907     1.21507

   question4     .8295225   .2794327     2.97   0.003     .2818446      1.3772

   question3     .8314068   .2810542     2.96   0.003     .2805506    1.382263

   question2     .4625836   .2897915     1.60   0.110    -.1053972    1.030564

   question1     .6044819   .2830538     2.14   0.033     .0497067    1.159257

   student35            0  (omitted)

   student34     .0004158   .1343567     0.00   0.998    -.2629186    .2637501

   student33    -.1493897   .1388813    -1.08   0.282     -.421592    .1228126

   student32            0  (omitted)

   student31            0  (omitted)

   student30     .1490074   .1377348     1.08   0.279    -.1209478    .4189627
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Table 4.1.3 Extended probit model: differences in differences with individual student and 

question fixed effect dummies (cluster)  

    student30      .473437   .0374459    12.64   0.000     .4000443    .5468297

   student29     .9400049   .0710782    13.22   0.000     .8006941    1.079316

   student28     .0164752   .0602589     0.27   0.785    -.1016301    .1345805

   student27     .6181078   .0564562    10.95   0.000     .5074557    .7287599

   student26    -1.303956   .6825492    -1.91   0.056    -2.641728    .0338157

   student25    -.6706456   .6659986    -1.01   0.314    -1.975979    .6346876

   student24    -1.625832   .6721402    -2.42   0.016    -2.943202   -.3084615

   student23    -2.030185   .6989494    -2.90   0.004      -3.4001   -.6602692

   student22    -1.496499   .6883341    -2.17   0.030    -2.845609   -.1473887

   student21    -.0592979   .6961509    -0.09   0.932    -1.423728    1.305133

   student20    -.8938383   .7184837    -1.24   0.213    -2.302041     .514364

   student19    -.2379077   .7050144    -0.34   0.736     -1.61971    1.143895

   student18    -.7256897   .7098873    -1.02   0.307    -2.117043    .6656638

   student17     .7044868   .6975574     1.01   0.313    -.6627006    2.071674

   student16    -1.633208   .7360187    -2.22   0.026    -3.075778   -.1906376

   student15    -1.776072   .7356505    -2.41   0.016    -3.217921    -.334224

   student14    -1.028847   .7279197    -1.41   0.158    -2.455543    .3978499

   student13     -1.88006   .7118613    -2.64   0.008    -3.275283   -.4848379

   student12    -1.907247   .7337647    -2.60   0.009      -3.3454   -.4690951

   student11    -2.554611   .7370055    -3.47   0.001    -3.999115   -1.110106

   student10    -2.340286    .741438    -3.16   0.002    -3.793477   -.8870938

    student9    -2.235879   .7339733    -3.05   0.002     -3.67444   -.7973177

    student8    -1.274397   .7607674    -1.68   0.094    -2.765474    .2166799

    student7    -1.304732   .7598995    -1.72   0.086    -2.794108    .1846433

    student6    -.9940163   .7606174    -1.31   0.191    -2.484799    .4967665

    student5    -.2060427   .7506866    -0.27   0.784    -1.677361    1.265276

    student4    -1.587352    .758099    -2.09   0.036    -3.073199   -.1015056

    student3    -2.247338   .7535843    -2.98   0.003    -3.724336   -.7703399

    student2    -1.425771   .7603886    -1.88   0.061    -2.916105    .0645634

    student1     -.996106   .7591476    -1.31   0.189    -2.484008     .491796

  groupstudy     .4234328   .1834995     2.31   0.021     .0637804    .7830853

       study     .5519996   .5038568     1.10   0.273    -.4355415    1.539541

       group     .4157126   .1100253     3.78   0.000     .2000669    .6313582

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                    (Std. Err. adjusted for 34 clusters in ID)

Log pseudolikelihood = -366.86541                 Pseudo R2       =     0.1960

                                                  Prob > chi2     =          .

                                                  Wald chi2(31)   =          .

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        662

Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -366.86541  

Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -366.86541  

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -366.86942  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -368.03127  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -456.31939  

note: question60 omitted because of collinearity

note: question50 omitted because of collinearity

note: question39 omitted because of collinearity

note: question20 omitted because of collinearity

note: student35 omitted because of collinearity

note: student32 omitted because of collinearity

      question47 dropped and 8 obs not used

note: question47 != 0 predicts failure perfectly

      question40 dropped and 10 obs not used

note: question40 != 0 predicts success perfectly

      student31 dropped and 20 obs not used

note: student31 != 0 predicts failure perfectly

. probit  score group study  groupstudy  student1- student35   question1- question60, cluster( ID)
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       _cons    -1.063841   .5391517    -1.97   0.048    -2.120559   -.0071233

  question60            0  (omitted)

  question59      .758508   .7157984     1.06   0.289    -.6444311    2.161447

  question58    -.3196564   .8873354    -0.36   0.719    -2.058802    1.419489

  question57    -1.258329   .8980448    -1.40   0.161    -3.018465    .5018063

  question56     .0040972   .6810909     0.01   0.995    -1.330816    1.339011

  question55     .7000194   .7087202     0.99   0.323    -.6890466    2.089085

  question54    -.3250712   .3107621    -1.05   0.296    -.9341538    .2840114

  question53    -.3502185   .5883026    -0.60   0.552     -1.50327    .8028335

  question52     .3478907   .7759234     0.45   0.654    -1.172891    1.868673

  question51     .3478907   .7759234     0.45   0.654    -1.172891    1.868673

  question50            0  (omitted)

  question49     .4032874   .8336528     0.48   0.629    -1.230642    2.037217

  question48     1.060507   .7650075     1.39   0.166    -.4388798    2.559894

  question47            0  (omitted)

  question46     .7214627    .868619     0.83   0.406    -.9809992    2.423925

  question45     1.022555   .7334577     1.39   0.163    -.4149962    2.460105

  question44     .3629787   .6496438     0.56   0.576    -.9102999    1.636257

  question43     .4024949   .6336138     0.64   0.525    -.8393653    1.644355

  question42     .7168844   .7033655     1.02   0.308    -.6616868    2.095456

  question41    -.4896436   .4635704    -1.06   0.291    -1.398225    .4189377

  question40            0  (omitted)

  question39            0  (omitted)

  question38      .376053   .5659433     0.66   0.506    -.7331754    1.485281

  question37     .6748777   .6676597     1.01   0.312    -.6337113    1.983467

  question36     2.101586   .9682726     2.17   0.030     .2038068    3.999366

  question35      1.24361   .7460092     1.67   0.096    -.2185415    2.705761

  question34     .3077848   .6648273     0.46   0.643    -.9952528    1.610822

  question33      1.56212   .5682283     2.75   0.006     .4484126    2.675827

  question32     1.924501   .8723118     2.21   0.027     .2148017    3.634201

  question31     1.560118   .7968863     1.96   0.050    -.0017509    3.121986

  question30     1.994534   .7474565     2.67   0.008     .5295462    3.459522

  question29     2.312623   .7201655     3.21   0.001      .901124    3.724121

  question28     1.709474   .8585893     1.99   0.046     .0266694    3.392278

  question27     1.078145   .8348439     1.29   0.197    -.5581187    2.714409

  question26     1.043475   .8135001     1.28   0.200    -.5509555    2.637906

  question25     1.711818   .8604409     1.99   0.047     .0253844    3.398251

  question24      1.40231   .8508206     1.65   0.099    -.2652677    3.069888

  question23     1.711818   .8604409     1.99   0.047     .0253844    3.398251

  question22     2.678925   .8235492     3.25   0.001     1.064798    4.293051

  question21      2.02205   .8958592     2.26   0.024     .2661985    3.777902

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19     .9309157   .7160646     1.30   0.194    -.4725451    2.334376

  question18     .7166108   .7267632     0.99   0.324    -.7078189    2.141041

  question17     1.494122   .5628984     2.65   0.008     .3908617    2.597383

  question16     1.507453   .7317713     2.06   0.039     .0732081    2.941699

  question15     1.320013   .7300242     1.81   0.071     -.110808    2.750834

  question14     1.108497   .7295064     1.52   0.129    -.3213095    2.538303

  question13     1.687585   .5896515     2.86   0.004     .5318897    2.843281

  question12      1.66717   .7171396     2.32   0.020     .2616018    3.072737

  question11     .9236077   .7173977     1.29   0.198     -.482466    2.329681

  question10      2.07467   .8676902     2.39   0.017     .3740287    3.775312

   question9     2.822614   .9105814     3.10   0.002     1.037908    4.607321

   question8     2.632027   .7736157     3.40   0.001     1.115768    4.148286

   question7     3.017853   .7855382     3.84   0.000     1.478226    4.557479

   question6     2.789744   .7684588     3.63   0.000     1.283592    4.295895

   question5     2.100272   .8797945     2.39   0.017     .3759067    3.824638

   question4     2.635618   .7892872     3.34   0.001     1.088644    4.182593

   question3     2.641605   .7715802     3.42   0.001     1.129336    4.153875

   question2     1.469754   .8752367     1.68   0.093    -.2456789    3.185186

   question1     1.920603     .86569     2.22   0.027     .2238818    3.617324

   student35            0  (omitted)

   student34      .001321   .0112703     0.12   0.907    -.0207683    .0234104

   student33    -.4746517   .0339412   -13.98   0.000    -.5411753   -.4081281

   student32            0  (omitted)

   student31            0  (omitted)

   student30      .473437   .0374459    12.64   0.000     .4000443    .5468297
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Table 4.1.4 Marginal effect of extended probit model: differences in differences with individual 

student and question fixed effect dummies (cluster)  

 

  

   student30     .1490074   .0107047    13.92   0.000     .1280266    .1699882

   student29     .2958529   .0201179    14.71   0.000     .2564225    .3352832

   student28     .0051853   .0189317     0.27   0.784    -.0319202    .0422909

   student27     .1945404   .0164767    11.81   0.000     .1622467    .2268342

   student26    -.4104012   .2138499    -1.92   0.055    -.8295392    .0087368

   student25     -.211076   .2091522    -1.01   0.313    -.6210067    .1988548

   student24     -.511707   .2102861    -2.43   0.015    -.9238602   -.0995537

   student23    -.6389712   .2180574    -2.93   0.003    -1.066356   -.2115866

   student22    -.4710012   .2153824    -2.19   0.029     -.893143   -.0488595

   student21    -.0186632   .2190673    -0.09   0.932    -.4480272    .4107009

   student20    -.2813226    .225455    -1.25   0.212    -.7232062     .160561

   student19     -.074878    .221736    -0.34   0.736    -.5094726    .3597166

   student18    -.2284003   .2229225    -1.02   0.306    -.6653204    .2085198

   student17      .221727   .2200609     1.01   0.314    -.2095844    .6530383

   student16    -.5140284   .2332028    -2.20   0.028    -.9710975   -.0569593

   student15     -.558993    .233194    -2.40   0.017    -1.016045   -.1019412

   student14    -.3238145    .230111    -1.41   0.159    -.7748238    .1271948

   student13    -.5917217   .2258773    -2.62   0.009    -1.034433   -.1490103

   student12    -.6002784    .232763    -2.58   0.010    -1.056486   -.1440713

   student11    -.8040265   .2342709    -3.43   0.001    -1.263189   -.3448641

   student10    -.7365709   .2358148    -3.12   0.002    -1.198759   -.2743824

    student9    -.7037104   .2330286    -3.02   0.003    -1.160438   -.2469828

    student8    -.4010979   .2408914    -1.67   0.096    -.8732363    .0710405

    student7    -.4106456   .2405291    -1.71   0.088    -.8820739    .0607828

    student6    -.3128522   .2404769    -1.30   0.193    -.7841783     .158474

    student5    -.0648489   .2365102    -0.27   0.784    -.5284005    .3987026

    student4     -.499596   .2402612    -2.08   0.038    -.9704994   -.0286927

    student3    -.7073169   .2393019    -2.96   0.003     -1.17634   -.2382938

    student2    -.4487406   .2408941    -1.86   0.062    -.9208844    .0234031

    student1    -.3135099   .2400245    -1.31   0.191    -.7839492    .1569294

  groupstudy     .1332693   .0573704     2.32   0.020     .0208255    .2457132

       study     .1737339   .1586336     1.10   0.273    -.1371823      .48465

       group     .1308395   .0345063     3.79   0.000     .0632084    .1984706

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

               question58 question59 question60

               question50 question51 question52 question53 question54 question55 question56 question57

               question42 question43 question44 question45 question46 question47 question48 question49

               question34 question35 question36 question37 question38 question39 question40 question41

               question26 question27 question28 question29 question30 question31 question32 question33

               question18 question19 question20 question21 question22 question23 question24 question25

               question10 question11 question12 question13 question14 question15 question16 question17

               question1 question2 question3 question4 question5 question6 question7 question8 question9

               student27 student28 student29 student30 student31 student32 student33 student34 student35

               student18 student19 student20 student21 student22 student23 student24 student25 student26

               student9 student10 student11 student12 student13 student14 student15 student16 student17

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy student1 student2 student3 student4 student5 student6 student7 student8

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        662

. margins, dydx(*)
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  question60            0  (omitted)

  question59     .2387294   .2238575     1.07   0.286    -.2000233     .677482

  question58    -.1006072   .2796548    -0.36   0.719    -.6487206    .4475062

  question57    -.3960408   .2836638    -1.40   0.163    -.9520116    .1599301

  question56     .0012895   .2143557     0.01   0.995      -.41884     .421419

  question55     .2203209    .221052     1.00   0.319     -.212933    .6535749

  question54    -.1023114   .0974488    -1.05   0.294    -.2933076    .0886847

  question53    -.1102262   .1855053    -0.59   0.552    -.4738098    .2533575

  question52     .1094935   .2438238     0.45   0.653    -.3683923    .5873794

  question51     .1094935   .2438238     0.45   0.653    -.3683923    .5873794

  question50            0  (omitted)

  question49     .1269288   .2620689     0.48   0.628    -.3867168    .6405745

  question48     .3337793   .2383194     1.40   0.161    -.1333181    .8008767

  question47            0  (omitted)

  question46     .2270699   .2730062     0.83   0.406    -.3080125    .7621523

  question45     .3218342   .2297099     1.40   0.161    -.1283889    .7720572

  question44     .1142423   .2036161     0.56   0.575    -.2848379    .5133224

  question43     .1266794   .1995596     0.63   0.526    -.2644503    .5178091

  question42     .2256289   .2200848     1.03   0.305    -.2057294    .6569872

  question41    -.1541082   .1447963    -1.06   0.287    -.4379037    .1296873

  question40            0  (omitted)

  question39            0  (omitted)

  question38     .1183572   .1779061     0.67   0.506    -.2303322    .4670467

  question37      .212408   .2092047     1.02   0.310    -.1976257    .6224416

  question36     .6614437   .2992797     2.21   0.027     .0748663    1.248021

  question35      .391408   .2331549     1.68   0.093    -.0655671    .8483832

  question34     .0968708   .2086829     0.46   0.643    -.3121402    .5058817

  question33     .4916544   .1739695     2.83   0.005     .1506805    .8326284

  question32     .6057088    .270814     2.24   0.025     .0749231    1.136495

  question31     .4910243   .2463964     1.99   0.046     .0080962    .9739524

  question30     .6277506   .2317374     2.71   0.007     .1735536    1.081948

  question29     .7278643   .2255986     3.23   0.001     .2856993    1.170029

  question28     .5380319   .2679885     2.01   0.045     .0127842     1.06328

  question27     .3393306   .2611502     1.30   0.194    -.1725144    .8511755

  question26     .3284187   .2541469     1.29   0.196    -.1697001    .8265375

  question25     .5387697   .2674272     2.01   0.044     .0146221    1.062917

  question24     .4413567   .2669296     1.65   0.098    -.0818157     .964529

  question23     .5387697   .2674272     2.01   0.044     .0146221    1.062917

  question22     .8431526   .2524844     3.34   0.001     .3482922    1.338013

  question21     .6364109   .2779606     2.29   0.022     .0916182    1.181204

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19     .2929922    .226347     1.29   0.196    -.1506399    .7366242

  question18     .2255428   .2298441     0.98   0.326    -.2249434    .6760291

  question17     .4702533   .1779128     2.64   0.008     .1215505     .818956

  question16      .474449   .2301754     2.06   0.039     .0233136    .9255845

  question15     .4154549    .230562     1.80   0.072    -.0364383    .8673481

  question14     .3488832   .2291259     1.52   0.128    -.1001952    .7979617

  question13      .531143   .1849156     2.87   0.004     .1687151    .8935708

  question12     .5247174   .2255601     2.33   0.020     .0826278     .966807

  question11     .2906921   .2262229     1.28   0.199    -.1526966    .7340808

  question10     .6529723   .2732542     2.39   0.017     .1174039    1.188541

   question9     .8883768   .2854142     3.11   0.002     .3289753    1.447778

   question8     .8283922   .2411739     3.43   0.001     .3557002    1.301084

   question7     .9498253   .2455091     3.87   0.000     .4686362    1.431014

   question6     .8780313   .2398325     3.66   0.000     .4079682    1.348094

   question5     .6610301   .2782762     2.38   0.018     .1156187    1.206442

   question4     .8295225   .2472577     3.35   0.001     .3449063    1.314139

   question3     .8314068    .241011     3.45   0.001     .3590339     1.30378

   question2     .4625836   .2760565     1.68   0.094    -.0784773    1.003644

   question1     .6044819   .2719633     2.22   0.026     .0714435     1.13752

   student35            0  (omitted)

   student34     .0004158   .0035452     0.12   0.907    -.0065327    .0073643

   student33    -.1493897   .0102755   -14.54   0.000    -.1695293   -.1292502

   student32            0  (omitted)

   student31            0  (omitted)

   student30     .1490074   .0107047    13.92   0.000     .1280266    .1699882
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Table 4.2.1 Extended probit model for session 1: differences in differences with individual 

student and question fixed effect dummies  

 

 

                                                                              

       _cons     .8094516   .5847717     1.38   0.166    -.3366799    1.955583

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19            0  (omitted)

  question18     .3725081   .7077134     0.53   0.599    -1.014585    1.759601

  question17     .6680634   .6637521     1.01   0.314    -.6328668    1.968993

  question16     2.096336   .8314955     2.52   0.012     .4666351    3.726037

  question15     1.246331   .6241121     2.00   0.046     .0230942    2.469569

  question14     .2994045    .614164     0.49   0.626    -.9043349    1.503144

  question13     1.562617   .6361105     2.46   0.014     .3158637    2.809371

  question12     1.936942   .6617597     2.93   0.003     .6399173    3.233968

  question11     1.563288   .6378807     2.45   0.014     .3130647    2.813511

  question10            0  (omitted)

   question9        .3016   .6669652     0.45   0.651    -1.005628    1.608828

   question8    -.2829761   .5894836    -0.48   0.631    -1.438343    .8723904

   question7    -.9095594   .6329624    -1.44   0.151    -2.150143    .3310241

   question6    -.9371145   .6064308    -1.55   0.122    -2.125697    .2514681

   question5    -.2798621   .5967612    -0.47   0.639    -1.449493    .8897684

   question4    -.5850908   .6335778    -0.92   0.356    -1.826881    .6566989

   question3    -.2798621   .5967612    -0.47   0.639    -1.449493    .8897684

   question2      .682034   .6811751     1.00   0.317    -.6530446    2.017113

   question1     .0235978   .6497814     0.04   0.971     -1.24995    1.297146

   student10            0  (omitted)

    student9     .6336745   .4310984     1.47   0.142    -.2112628    1.478612

    student8    -.3088472   .4446725    -0.69   0.487    -1.180389    .5626949

    student7    -.7217926   .4362645    -1.65   0.098    -1.576855    .1332701

    student6    -.1879022   .4103787    -0.46   0.647    -.9922297    .6164254

    student5            0  (omitted)

    student4    -.8350812   .4230708    -1.97   0.048    -1.664285   -.0058777

    student3    -.1773168   .4253155    -0.42   0.677     -1.01092    .6562863

    student2     -.669342   .4371275    -1.53   0.126    -1.526096    .1874121

    student1     .7440985   .5190223     1.43   0.152    -.2731665    1.761364

  groupstudy     .1502923   .3968885     0.38   0.705    -.6275949    .9281796

       study     -1.30154    .697564    -1.87   0.062    -2.668741    .0656599

       group    -.7107988   .4739697    -1.50   0.134    -1.639762    .2181647

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -100.49078                 Pseudo R2       =     0.2348

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0033

                                                  Wald chi2(28)   =      52.53

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        190

Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -100.49078  

Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -100.49078  

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -100.49176  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -100.83345  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -131.31876  

note: question19 omitted because of collinearity

note: question10 omitted because of collinearity

note: student10 omitted because of collinearity

note: student5 omitted because of collinearity

      question20 dropped and 10 obs not used

note: question20 != 0 predicts success perfectly

. probit  score  group study groupstudy student1- student10 question1- question20,robust
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Table 4.2.2 Marginal effect of treatment in extended probit model for session1: differences in 

differences with individual student and question fixed effect dummies 

 

 

  

                                                                              

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19            0  (omitted)

  question18      .112371   .2130484     0.53   0.598    -.3051961    .5299381

  question17     .2015284   .1984892     1.02   0.310    -.1875032      .59056

  question16     .6323821   .2231046     2.83   0.005     .1951052    1.069659

  question15     .3759691   .1820509     2.07   0.039     .0191559    .7327822

  question14     .0903185   .1843335     0.49   0.624    -.2709685    .4516056

  question13     .4713801   .1830687     2.57   0.010      .112572    .8301882

  question12     .5842992   .1874339     3.12   0.002     .2169356    .9516629

  question11     .4715824   .1835245     2.57   0.010     .1118809    .8312839

  question10            0  (omitted)

   question9     .0909808   .2008715     0.45   0.651    -.3027201    .4846818

   question8    -.0853627   .1774206    -0.48   0.630    -.4331007    .2623752

   question7    -.2743783   .1881317    -1.46   0.145    -.6431096    .0943531

   question6    -.2826905   .1807358    -1.56   0.118    -.6369262    .0715451

   question5    -.0844234    .179601    -0.47   0.638    -.4364349    .2675881

   question4    -.1764989    .189893    -0.93   0.353    -.5486823    .1956846

   question3    -.0844234    .179601    -0.47   0.638    -.4364349    .2675881

   question2     .2057428   .2043101     1.01   0.314    -.1946977    .6061833

   question1     .0071185   .1960269     0.04   0.971    -.3770872    .3913243

   student10            0  (omitted)

    student9     .1911546   .1278018     1.50   0.135    -.0593323    .4416416

    student8     -.093167   .1336592    -0.70   0.486    -.3551343    .1688002

    student7    -.2177364   .1303921    -1.67   0.095    -.4733002    .0378274

    student6    -.0566827    .123852    -0.46   0.647    -.2994282    .1860629

    student5            0  (omitted)

    student4    -.2519111   .1253087    -2.01   0.044    -.4975116   -.0063106

    student3    -.0534895   .1282111    -0.42   0.677    -.3047787    .1977997

    student2    -.2019141   .1304594    -1.55   0.122    -.4576099    .0537816

    student1     .2244652    .150413     1.49   0.136    -.0703388    .5192693

  groupstudy     .0453373   .1200374     0.38   0.706    -.1899316    .2806062

       study    -.3926235   .2046399    -1.92   0.055    -.7937103    .0084633

       group      -.21442   .1415075    -1.52   0.130    -.4917695    .0629295

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

               question17 question18 question19 question20

               question8 question9 question10 question11 question12 question13 question14 question15 question16

               student9 student10 question1 question2 question3 question4 question5 question6 question7

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy student1 student2 student3 student4 student5 student6 student7 student8

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        190

. margins, dydx(*)
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Table 4.3.1 Extended probit model for session 2: differences in differences with individual 

student and question fixed effect dummies  

                                                                               

       _cons    -.1934939   .4536122    -0.43   0.670    -1.082557    .6955696

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19     .9525249    .643235     1.48   0.139    -.3081926    2.213242

  question18     .7309786   .6606732     1.11   0.269    -.5639172    2.025874

  question17     1.518573   .6281475     2.42   0.016     .2874264    2.749719

  question16     1.522865   .6192838     2.46   0.014     .3090915    2.736639

  question15     1.335491   .6137356     2.18   0.030     .1325915    2.538391

  question14     1.124594   .6095491     1.84   0.065    -.0701005    2.319288

  question13     1.710066   .6141448     2.78   0.005     .5063643    2.913768

  question12     1.687892    .641092     2.63   0.008      .431375    2.944409

  question11     .9449633   .6388921     1.48   0.139    -.3072423    2.197169

  question10            0  (omitted)

   question9     .7547714    .451602     1.67   0.095    -.1303523    1.639895

   question8      .561903   .4496247     1.25   0.211    -.3193451    1.443151

   question7     .9555659   .4512503     2.12   0.034     .0711316        1.84

   question6     .7259519   .4757927     1.53   0.127    -.2065846    1.658489

   question5     .0262012   .4654315     0.06   0.955    -.8860278    .9384301

   question4      .563097   .4783739     1.18   0.239    -.3744987    1.500693

   question3      .574059   .4460791     1.29   0.198      -.30024    1.448358

   question2    -.6106022   .5034223    -1.21   0.225    -1.597292    .3760874

   question1    -.1595143    .489011    -0.33   0.744    -1.117958    .7989296

   student16            0  (omitted)

   student15     -.140335   .4171445    -0.34   0.737    -.9579232    .6772532

   student14     .6064341   .4052179     1.50   0.135    -.1877783    1.400647

   student13    -.2480194   .4074453    -0.61   0.543    -1.046598    .5505588

   student12    -.2685413   .4080502    -0.66   0.510    -1.068305    .5312224

   student11    -.9109791   .4382823    -2.08   0.038    -1.769997   -.0519615

   student10    -.7058706   .4396358    -1.61   0.108    -1.567541    .1557997

    student9    -.5990348   .4051204    -1.48   0.139    -1.393056    .1949866

    student8            0  (omitted)

    student7    -.0384383   .4293313    -0.09   0.929    -.8799121    .8030355

    student6     .2852413   .4190642     0.68   0.496    -.5361094    1.106592

    student5      1.09024    .464643     2.35   0.019     .1795563    2.000923

    student4    -.3264756    .460555    -0.71   0.478    -1.229147    .5761955

    student3    -1.002752   .4558643    -2.20   0.028     -1.89623   -.1092744

    student2    -.1544442   .4588845    -0.34   0.736    -1.053841    .7449529

    student1      .281931   .4366995     0.65   0.519    -.5739843    1.137846

  groupstudy     .7121107   .3043385     2.34   0.019     .1156182    1.308603

       study    -1.688142   .6318329    -2.67   0.008    -2.926511   -.4497717

       group    -.0862958   .4518343    -0.19   0.849    -.9718748    .7992833

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -175.27092                 Pseudo R2       =     0.1905

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0001

                                                  Wald chi2(35)   =      77.01

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        320

Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -175.27092  

Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -175.27092  

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -175.27274  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -175.95697  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -216.52168  

note: question20 omitted because of collinearity

note: question10 omitted because of collinearity

note: student16 omitted because of collinearity

note: student8 omitted because of collinearity

. probit  score group study  groupstudy  student1- student16 question1- question20, robust
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Table 4.3.2 Marginal effect of treatment in extended probit model for session1: differences in 

differences with individual student and question fixed effect dummies 

 

 

 

                                                                              

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19     .2956064    .198036     1.49   0.136    -.0925371    .6837499

  question18     .2268518   .2043396     1.11   0.267    -.1736465      .62735

  question17     .4712737   .1900712     2.48   0.013      .098741    .8438063

  question16     .4726058   .1873064     2.52   0.012      .105492    .8397196

  question15     .4144561   .1865592     2.22   0.026     .0488068    .7801054

  question14     .3490062   .1860023     1.88   0.061    -.0155516    .7135641

  question13     .5307016   .1846037     2.87   0.004      .168885    .8925182

  question12     .5238202    .192831     2.72   0.007     .1458784     .901762

  question11     .2932598   .1966153     1.49   0.136    -.0920991    .6786186

  question10            0  (omitted)

   question9     .2342356   .1389213     1.69   0.092    -.0380452    .5065165

   question8     .1743809   .1388547     1.26   0.209    -.0977693    .4465311

   question7     .2965502   .1382566     2.14   0.032     .0255722    .5675281

   question6     .2252918   .1461902     1.54   0.123    -.0612357    .5118193

   question5     .0081313   .1444542     0.06   0.955    -.2749938    .2912563

   question4     .1747514   .1478269     1.18   0.237     -.114984    .4644868

   question3     .1781534   .1378545     1.29   0.196    -.0920365    .4483433

   question2    -.1894942    .154801    -1.22   0.221    -.4928986    .1139102

   question1    -.0495036   .1515553    -0.33   0.744    -.3465465    .2475393

   student16            0  (omitted)

   student15    -.0435516   .1293902    -0.34   0.736    -.2971518    .2100487

   student14     .1882007   .1247438     1.51   0.131    -.0562927    .4326941

   student13    -.0769703   .1260159    -0.61   0.541    -.3239568    .1700163

   student12    -.0833391   .1262983    -0.66   0.509    -.3308792    .1642011

   student11    -.2827131   .1329979    -2.13   0.034    -.5433843   -.0220419

   student10    -.2190598   .1342567    -1.63   0.103     -.482198    .0440785

    student9    -.1859044   .1248106    -1.49   0.136    -.4305286    .0587199

    student8            0  (omitted)

    student7    -.0119289   .1332692    -0.09   0.929    -.2731317    .2492739

    student6     .0885218   .1297087     0.68   0.495    -.1657025    .3427461

    student5     .3383449   .1403994     2.41   0.016     .0631671    .6135226

    student4    -.1013184   .1426855    -0.71   0.478    -.3809769    .1783401

    student3    -.3111939   .1408476    -2.21   0.027    -.5872502   -.0351376

    student2    -.0479302   .1423207    -0.34   0.736    -.3268737    .2310133

    student1     .0874944   .1351645     0.65   0.517    -.1774231    .3524119

  groupstudy     .2209963   .0927986     2.38   0.017     .0391144    .4028782

       study    -.5238976   .1902194    -2.75   0.006    -.8967208   -.1510744

       group     -.026781   .1402792    -0.19   0.849    -.3017232    .2481612

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

               question19 question20

               question11 question12 question13 question14 question15 question16 question17 question18

               question2 question3 question4 question5 question6 question7 question8 question9 question10

               student9 student10 student11 student12 student13 student14 student15 student16 question1

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy student1 student2 student3 student4 student5 student6 student7 student8

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        320

. margins, dydx(*)
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Table 4.4.1 Extended probit model for session 3: differences in differences with individual 

student and question fixed effect dummies  

                                                                               

       _cons    -1.126696   .5613399    -2.01   0.045    -2.226902   -.0264902

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19     .7548988   .6304242     1.20   0.231    -.4807098    1.990508

  question18    -.3178421   .6596382    -0.48   0.630    -1.610709    .9750251

  question17    -1.256498   .7022379    -1.79   0.074    -2.632859    .1198635

  question16     .0083324    .639574     0.01   0.990     -1.24521    1.261874

  question15     .7075177   .6710688     1.05   0.292     -.607753    2.022788

  question14    -.3230526   .6650464    -0.49   0.627     -1.62652    .9804143

  question13    -.3461387   .6448487    -0.54   0.591    -1.610019    .9177415

  question12     .3474943     .62917     0.55   0.581    -.8856564    1.580645

  question11     .3474943     .62917     0.55   0.581    -.8856564    1.580645

  question10            0  (omitted)

   question9     .4102612   .6812256     0.60   0.547    -.9249164    1.745439

   question8     1.065046   .6561258     1.62   0.105    -.2209367    2.351029

   question7            0  (omitted)

   question6     .7313037   .6722908     1.09   0.277     -.586362    2.048969

   question5     1.031283   .6885003     1.50   0.134    -.3181531    2.380718

   question4     .3716946   .6469639     0.57   0.566    -.8963313     1.63972

   question3     .4091728   .6932687     0.59   0.555    -.9496088    1.767954

   question2     .7260367   .6533625     1.11   0.266    -.5545303    2.006604

   question1    -.4914432   .7544592    -0.65   0.515    -1.970156    .9872697

    student9            0  (omitted)

    student8     .0023217   .4328209     0.01   0.996    -.8459918    .8506351

    student7    -.4696221   .4058486    -1.16   0.247    -1.265071    .3258264

    student6            0  (omitted)

    student5            0  (omitted)

    student4     .4761186   .4249588     1.12   0.263    -.3567853    1.309023

    student3     .9435588   .4378802     2.15   0.031     .0853293    1.801788

    student2     .0191178   .4547919     0.04   0.966     -.872258    .9104937

    student1     .6191168   .4266139     1.45   0.147     -.217031    1.455265

  groupstudy     .1535398   .4436176     0.35   0.729    -.7159348    1.023014

       study     .6593712    .680424     0.97   0.333    -.6742353    1.992978

       group      .552732   .4919951     1.12   0.261    -.4115607    1.517025

                                                                              

       score        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

Log pseudolikelihood = -90.278282                 Pseudo R2       =     0.1393

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.1835

                                                  Wald chi2(26)   =      32.30

Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =        152

Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -90.278282  

Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -90.278282  

Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -90.278504  

Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -90.380328  

Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -104.88419  

note: question20 omitted because of collinearity

note: question10 omitted because of collinearity

note: student9 omitted because of collinearity

note: student6 omitted because of collinearity

      question7 dropped and 8 obs not used

note: question7 != 0 predicts failure perfectly

      student5 dropped and 20 obs not used

note: student5 != 0 predicts failure perfectly

. probit  score group study groupstudy  student1- student9 question1- question20, robust
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Table 4.4.2 Marginal effect of treatment in extended probit model for session3: differences in 

differences with individual student and question fixed effect dummies 

 

 

 

  

                                                                              

  question20            0  (omitted)

  question19     .2545094    .211044     1.21   0.228    -.1591293    .6681482

  question18    -.1071585   .2216519    -0.48   0.629    -.5415882    .3272712

  question17    -.4236203   .2326173    -1.82   0.069    -.8795418    .0323012

  question16     .0028092   .2156314     0.01   0.990    -.4198206     .425439

  question15     .2385352   .2237996     1.07   0.286     -.200104    .6771744

  question14    -.1089152   .2235433    -0.49   0.626     -.547052    .3292217

  question13    -.1166985    .216887    -0.54   0.591    -.5417892    .3083921

  question12     .1171555   .2116596     0.55   0.580    -.2976896    .5320006

  question11     .1171555   .2116596     0.55   0.580    -.2976896    .5320006

  question10            0  (omitted)

   question9      .138317   .2294498     0.60   0.547    -.3113963    .5880303

   question8     .3590737   .2164747     1.66   0.097    -.0652088    .7833563

   question7            0  (omitted)

   question6     .2465545   .2247727     1.10   0.273    -.1939918    .6871008

   question5     .3476905   .2267976     1.53   0.125    -.0968246    .7922057

   question4     .1253145   .2174941     0.58   0.564    -.3009661    .5515951

   question3     .1379501   .2334769     0.59   0.555    -.3196563    .5955565

   question2     .2447788   .2182796     1.12   0.262    -.1830413    .6725988

   question1     -.165687    .253497    -0.65   0.513     -.662532     .331158

    student9            0  (omitted)

    student8     .0007827   .1459228     0.01   0.996    -.2852206    .2867861

    student7    -.1583302   .1355419    -1.17   0.243    -.4239873     .107327

    student6            0  (omitted)

    student5            0  (omitted)

    student4     .1605204   .1419366     1.13   0.258    -.1176702    .4387111

    student3      .318115   .1426045     2.23   0.026     .0386152    .5976147

    student2     .0064455   .1533434     0.04   0.966    -.2941021     .306993

    student1     .2087314   .1411637     1.48   0.139    -.0679443    .4854071

  groupstudy      .051765   .1490842     0.35   0.728    -.2404347    .3439647

       study     .2223029   .2279531     0.98   0.329    -.2244769    .6690828

       group     .1863501   .1649578     1.13   0.259    -.1369612    .5096615

                                                                              

                    dy/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                          Delta-method

                                                                              

               question17 question18 question19 question20

               question9 question10 question11 question12 question13 question14 question15 question16

               student9 question1 question2 question3 question4 question5 question6 question7 question8

dy/dx w.r.t. : group study groupstudy student1 student2 student3 student4 student5 student6 student7 student8

Expression   : Pr(score), predict()

Model VCE    : Robust

Average marginal effects                          Number of obs   =        152

. margins, dydx(*)
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Question 1P (Bodie Problem 15.3) 

 

Answer:  

3. a. k = D1/P0 + g 

  .16 = 2/50 + g 

  g = .12 = 12% 

 b. P0 = D1/(k – g) = $2/(.16 – .05) = $18.18 

  The price falls in response to the more pessimistic dividend forecast.  The forecast for current 

year earnings, however, is unchanged.  Therefore, the P/E ratio must fall.  The lower P/E ratio is 

evidence of the diminished optimism concerning the firm's growth prospects. 

  



Question 2P (Bodie Problems 15.7 and 15.8) 

 

Answer: 

7.  Because beta = 1.0, k = market return, 15%.  Therefore 15% = D1/P0 + g = 4% + g.  Therefore g 

= 11%. 

 

Answer: 

8. FI Corporation. 

 a. g = 5%; D1 = $8; k = 10% 

  P0 = 
D1

k – g  =   
$8

.10 – .05   =  $160 



  b.  The dividend payout ratio is 8/12 = 2/3, so the plowback ratio is b = 1/3. The implied value of ROE 

on future investments is found by solving: g = b  ROE with g = 5% and b = 1/3.  ROE = 15%. 

  c.  The price assuming ROE = k is just E1/k.  P0 = $12/.10 = $120.  Therefore, the market is paying 

$40 per share ($160 – $120) for growth opportunities.  

Question 3P (Bodie Problem 15.25) 

  

       

Answer:  

25.  Duo Growth Co. 

  0   1     2       3          4    5  . . . 

 Dt 1.00 1.25  1.5625  1.953125 

 g .25   .25    .25    .05   . . . . . . .  

 a. The dividend to be paid at the end of year 3 is the first installment of a dividend stream that will increase indefinitely 

at the constant growth rate of 5%.  Therefore, we may use the constant growth model as of the end of year 2, and 

can calculate intrinsic value by adding the present value of the first two dividends plus the present value of the sales 

price of the stock at the end of year 2.   

  The expected price 2 years from now is: P2 = D3 / (k – g) = $1.953125 / ( .20 – .05 ) = $13.02 

  The PV of this expected price is 13.02 / 1.202 = $9.04 



  The PV of expected dividends in years 1 and 2 is: 
1.25
1.20   + 

1.5625

1.202    = $2.13 

  Thus the current price should be $9.04 + $2.13 = $11.17. 

 b. Expected dividend yield = D1 / P0 = 1.25/11.17 = .112 or 11.2% 

 c. The expected price one year from now is the PV of P2 and D2. 

  P1 = ( D2 + P2 ) / 1.20 = (1.5625 + 13.02 ) / 1.20 = $12.15. 

  The implied capital gain is (P1 – P0) / P0 = (12.15 – 11.17) / 11.17 = .088 = 8.8%. The implied capital gains rate and the 

expected dividend yield sum to the market capitalization rate.  This is consistent with the DDM. 

Question 4P (Bodie Problem 15.11) 

 



Answer: 

11. a.  The formula for calculating a price earnings ratio (P/E) for a stable growth firm is the dividend payout ratio divided 

by the difference between the required rate of return and the growth rate of dividends.  If the P/E is calculated based 

on trailing earnings (year 0), the payout ratio is increased by the growth rate.  If the P/E is calculated based on next 

year’s earnings (year 1), the numerator is the payout ratio. 

P/E on trailing earnings: 

P/E = [payout ratio  (1 + g)]/(r  g) = [0.30  1.13]/(0.14  0.13) = 33.9 

P/E on next year's earnings:  

P/E = payout ratio/(r  g) = 0.30/(0.14  0.13) = 30.0 

 

b. The P/E ratio is a decreasing function of riskiness; as risk increases the P/E ratio decreases.  Increases in the riskiness 

of Sundanci stock would be expected to lower the P/E ratio. 

The P/E ratio is an increasing function of the growth rate of the firm; the higher the expected growth the higher the P/E 

ratio.  Sundanci would command a higher P/E if analysts increase the expected growth rate. 

The P/E ratio is a decreasing function of the market risk premium.  An increased market risk premium would increase 

the required rate of return, lowering the price of a stock relative to its earnings.  A higher market risk premium would 

be expected to lower Sundanci's P/E ratio. 

 



Question 1C (Creation inspired by Bodie Problem 15.3) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

  



Question 1C (Creation inspired by Bodie Problem 15.3) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

(Suggested answer)  



Question 2C (Creation inspired by Bodie Problems 15.7 and 15.8) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

  



Question 2C (Creation inspired by Bodie Problems 15.7 and 15.8) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

(Suggested answer) 

  



Question 3C (Creation inspired by Bodie Problem 15.25) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

  



Question 3C (Creation inspired by Bodie Problem 15.25) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

(suggested answer) 

  



Question 4C (Creation inspired by Bodie Problem 15.11) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

  



Question 4C (Creation inspired by Bodie Problem 15.11) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

(suggested answer) 



Question 1 (Bodie Problem 15.4) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

 

Answer: 

  



Question 2 (Bodie Problem 15.6) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

 

Answer: 

  



Question 2 (Bodie Problem 15.6) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

Answer (cont.) 

  



Question 3 (Bodie Problem 15.26) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

  

Answer: 



Question 3 (Bodie Problem 15.26) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

Answer (cont.)  



Question 4 (Bodie Problem 15.6) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

 

Answer: 

  



Question 4 (Bodie Problem 15.6) 

Name: 

Student ID: 

 

Answer (cont.) 



Instruction for group A 

 

3:00-3:05 Preparation Welcome to our project. Here you will 

practice questions and we will see how 

you improve your performance. 

3:05-3:25 Pretest This is a 20 minutes test. You earn a 

dollar per correct answer 

You will be room A now. 

3:25-4:00 Questions creation Use 3 samples to make 3 new questions 

Think why, what, how the Samples want 

test. Please keep quiet. 
 3:25-3:37  Question1 

 3:37-3:49  Question2 

 3:49-4:00  Question3 

4:00-4:05 Break   

4:05-4:35 Questions creation Use 2 samples to make 2 new questions. 

Please keep quiet.  4:05-4:17  Question4 

 4:17-4:25  Question5 

4:25-4:35 Break   

4:35-5:55 Posttest This is a 20 minutes test. You earn a 

dollar per correct answer. 

Now please relax, take a breath, and take a few minutes to fill out a survey. Thank you. 

4:56-5:00 Survey How do you feel the learning approach 

 

Survey: 
  

Survey Question On a scale from 1-10 

The session structure, goals and requirements were clear  

The materials provided for learning the session content were clear.  

The assigned work helped your understanding of the course content  

This session provided opportunities to engage with the course material.  

The session provided relevant skills and information.  

On a scale from 1-10, here is how hard I felt I worked/studied during the experiment 
session today. 

 

On a scale from 1-10, here is how much I enjoyed the experiment session today.  

•Strongly Disagree = 2; Disagree = 4; Unsure = 6; Agree = 8; Strongly Agree = 10 

 

  

 

 


